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Abstract
Motion perception is one of the first abilities developed by our cognitive systems. Since the earliest days of life, we are inclined to focus our attention
on moving objects in order to gather information about what is happening
around us, without having to actually process all the visual stimuli captured
by our eyes. This ability is related to the notion of Visual Saliency. It is based
on the concept of finding areas of the scene significantly different from the surroundings and it helps both biological and computational systems reducing
the amount of incoming information, otherwise extremely expensive even to
parallel process.
Measuring and understanding motion in the last decades has gained an increasing importance in several Artificial Intelligence applications. In Computer
Vision, the general problem of motion understanding is often broken down into
several tasks, each specialized on a different motion-oriented goal.
In the recent years Deep Learning solutions established a sort of monopoly,
especially in image and video processing, reaching outstanding results for the
task of interest but providing poor generalization and interpretation ability.
Furthermore these methods come with major drawbacks in what concerns
time and computational complexity, requiring huge amount of data to learn
from. Hence their use might not be suited for all the approachable tasks, in
particular when we have to deal with pipelines composed by various steps.
Robotics, assisted living and video-surveillance are just some examples of application domains in the need of alternative algorithmic solutions promoting
portability, real-time computations and the use of limited quantities of data.
The aim of this thesis is to study approaches to couple effectiveness and efficiency, ultimately promoting the overall sustainability.
In this direction we investigate the potential of a family of efficient filters, the
Gray-Code Kernels, for addressing Visual Saliency estimation with a focus on
motion information.
Our implementation relies on the use of 3D kernels applied to overlapping
blocks of frames and is able to gather meaningful spatio-temporal information with a very light computation. Through a single set of extracted features
we manage to tackle three different motion-oriented goals: motion saliency
detection, video object segmentation and motion representation. Additionally,
the three intermediate results are exploited to address the problem of Human
Action Recognition.
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To summarise, this thesis focuses on:
• The efficient computation of a set of features highlighting spatio-temporal
information
• The design of global representations able to compactly describe motion
cues
• The development of a framework that addresses increasingly higher-level
tasks of motion understanding
The developed framework has been tested on two well-known Computer Vision tasks: Video Object Segmentation and Action Classification. We compared
the motion detection and segmentation abilities of our method with classical
approaches of similar complexity.
In the experimental analysis we evaluate our method on publicly available
datasets and show that it is able to effectively and efficiently identify the
portion of the image where the motion is occurring, providing tolerance to
a variety of scene conditions and complexities. We propose a comparison
with classical methods for change detection, outperforming Optical Flow and
Background Subtraction algorithms. By adding appearance information to our
motion-based segmentation we manage to reach, under appropriate conditions, comparable results to more complex state-of-the-art approaches.
Lastly, we tested the motion representation ability of our method by employing it in traditional and Deep Learning action recognition scenarios.
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1
Introduction
1.1 Context and motivations
In the last decades, modelling and understanding human motion has gained
an increasing importance in several Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications,
including the domains of Human-Machine Interaction and natural interfaces,
gaming, assisted living and robotics.
Considering perception in biological systems, motion is known to be one
of most attractive visual features for human attention [9]. Additionally, in humans a strong connection exists between motor control capabilities and motion
perception. Perhaps the most famous theory in this regard is the one related to
the so-called Mirror Neuron System [10, 11]: Mirror Neurons are cells that are
activated both when an individual is performing an action and when the individual sees others enact the same movement. Motion perception is significant
also in the development of social interaction. It has been assessed, for instance,
that newborn babies show a natural predisposition for biological motion [12],
even with the limited sensorial abilities of the first days of life.
An accepted line of thought considers the fact that if such motion perception
abilities are available, even if at coarse level, since the early days, they may be
based on the detection and understanding of human motion regularities, that
our cognitive system is able to process having some internal model of them
partially inherited from the innate motor control model [13].
Moving onto the computational realm, the problem of understanding human motion remains one the most challenging in the Computer Vision (CV)
research area. The related literature has grown considerably over the years,
influenced by different fields of application, tasks, types of data and feature
representations.
Despite such high variability a typical pipeline for motion understanding
may include a few basic steps, which we visualise in Fig. 1: the tasks are commonly stated as the problem of identifying the portion of the scene where
motion is occurring (detection) and focus on that to extract higher-level information by analysing temporal visual data (representation). Classical action
classification methods rely on the use of hand-crafted features coupled with
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VIDEO

MOTION
DETECTION

MOTION
REPRESENTATION

HIGHER-LEVEL
TASKS

Figure 1: A visual representation of the steps that are generally involved in a motion
understanding problem. Higher-level tasks might include tasks such as event
segmentation, classification or person re-identification.

the use of traditional Machine Learning algorithms, but in the recent years,
deep architectures have gained popularity, providing state-of-the-art results to
the price of needing significant computational power and amount of training
data. For these reasons, the problem of motion understanding and recognition
has been referred to in a variety of ways, as gesture [14], action or activity
recognition [15] and classification. There is no commonly accepted definition
of such tasks. For instance, the terms gesture and primitive are often used interchangeably, as well as the concept of action and activity. Same situation arises
during the previous step towards the classification of an action: the detection
of motion. CV tasks identifying the area where relevant motion is occurring
could be defined as foreground segmentation [16], motion saliency detection [17]
or even object segmentation [18]. Although sharing the same general goal, these
formulations can rely on different definition of "relevant motion". Motion saliency, for example, is more related to motion search and the identification of
distinct motion patterns. On the other hand, the definition of foreground and
object are, in a sense, more task-related and high-level oriented.
It needs to be noticed also that with the employment of Deep Learning based
approaches, the detection phase could be skipped or often embedded directly
in the creation of learned representations, through the adoption of attention
mechanisms [19].
If one considers the current panorama and trends in Computer Vision, a few
observations are in order. Firstly, the many shapes of motion understanding
tasks correspond to a number of different computational methodologies, very
skilled for the task of interest, but providing poor generalization ability when
the task slightly changes. This diverge from the behaviour of biological systems, able to transfer information from one task to a related one [20]. Another
observation is that to reach these skills, modern computational systems leverage the use of huge quantities of data, while it is known that biological systems
learn from few data, refining the model as new, previously unseen information is available. Indeed, the huge availability of data of any kind on public
platforms, pushed researchers to set aside the efficiency principle in favour of
a very high exploitation of data for training purposes, obtaining performances
hard to beat with lower resources.
If on one side current methodologies tend to assure the availability of (possibly) infinite data and computational resources, on the other side keywords
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like efficiency and sustainability are gaining momentum. In particular, alternative algorithmic solution must be considered when:
• Portability is needed, hence the same visual module could be employed on
different devices and for different purposes;
• We have to deal with low resolution signals;
• There is a requirement for real-time computation;
• There are few data available to learn from;
• The ultimate goal is reached through a complex pipeline, in which the
computation of fast intermediate results is essential to cut down temporal
and computational requirements.
• There is the need of interpretability and explainability, in order to understand and evaluate the model and eventually to re-use it for other purposes.
Each one of the situations listed above represents a scenario in which, for example, the application of state-of-the-art Deep Learning solutions is not always
feasible nor recommended. Hence, it is necessary for researchers to explore alternative solutions to the latest DL trends.
From a general viewpoint, the real challenge, in our opinion, is to design
models that promote both efficacy and efficiency towards a more ecological,
reusable and sustainable solution.
In the specific case of motion understanding, our proposed solution is to take
advantage from a single feature computation and extract cues to analyse motion in a scene, starting from a "simple" detection and addressing increasingly
higher-level tasks. Indeed, fundamental importance is attributed to the features’ choice, which must be informative enough to be exploited and transformed through an entire pipeline of subgoals.

1.2 Contributions
In this thesis we explore the use of low-level motion features to be employed
for representation and understanding tasks in a unified pipeline (sketched in
Fig. 2) for salient motion detection and representation [4].
A core building block of the work is represented by the use of Gray-Code Kernels (GCKs), a family of filters that include the Walsh-Hadamard kernels and
that can be used as a highly efficient filtering scheme for images and videos.
Their efficiency is discussed in [21], where it is shown that, under appropriate
conditions, successive convolutions of an image with a set of such filters only
require two operations per pixel for each filtering, regardless of filter or image
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VIDEO
PROJECTION
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ATTENTION
MODULE

MOTION
CLASSIFIER

APPEARANCE
INTEGRATION
MODULE

Figure 2: A visual representation of the processing flow of our method.

size. In literature, GCKs have been mainly used in their 2D formulation as a
fast image filtering solution and applied to classical Computer Vision tasks
such as pattern matching and fast search of patch nearest neighbors. To the
best of our knowledge, there is only one example of application of 3D GCKs
to video data in [22] for foreground video segmentation, approach that resorts
to dimensionality reduction techniques in order to avoid using raw video data.
However, no implementation details are available.
Our method exploits primarily motion cues and it is able to successfully identify,
segment and represent the salient motion present in the scene and its evolution in time. Each module of the pipeline has a different output that can be
either employed alone or in conjunction with other information as input for
other modules. In this way we can pinpoint three different subtasks tackled
within the same framework:
1. Salient motion detection (Projection module);
2. Video object segmentation (Attention and Appearance-Integration modules);
3. Action representation and classification (Attention module and Motion Classifier);
The pipeline starts from the application of a bank of 3D Gray-Code Kernels
to overlapping clips of video. The obtained bank of projections is then compactly represented by means of pooling operations ending with a clip description composed by two projection maps (Projection Module). Attention and
Apperance-Integration modules have been conceived with the aim of producing a segmentation mask (more or less detailed) of the salient motion. The
Attention Module is able to estimate in an unsupervised way a saliency map
that reflects the presence of motion in the scene, and from which a coarse segmentation map can be derived. The Appearance-Integration module, instead,
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has been designed as an appendix of our pipeline, and it can be considered
when motion cues are not sufficient to estimate the presence of a salient moving object in the scene: it resorts to the use of Mask R-CNN to improve the
segmentation masks by taking advantage of objectness information.
The contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
1. The design and formalization of a family of 3D Gray-Code Kernels and
their application as efficient video filtering strategy [1, 2, 4];
2. The design of a compact motion representation using poolings [1, 2, 4];
3. A novel method for identifying and segmenting moving salient objects
in videos [1, 2, 4].
4. A preliminary exploration on employment of the representation based
on 3D GCKs projections in action classification tasks.
As a side project, during the PhD we acquired and made publicly available1
the Multi-view Cooking Actions (MoCA) dataset [5], a dataset composed by
multi-view RGB videos and Motion Capture data that focuses on everyday
cooking activities.

1.3 Thesis overview
We lay the basis starting from Chapter 2, where we cover the topics that will
be discussed in the rest of the thesis by reporting a brief review of the state of
the art and related works.
The first contribution of this thesis is presented in Chapter 3, where we design
and formalize a family of 3D Gray-Code Kernels, extending definitions and
theorems presented in [21]. At the end of the same chapter, we devise an efficient filtering strategy on video data based on 3D GCKs. We promote efficiency
by reducing the amount of projections stored in memory, first by selecting a
2D slice of each 3D filtering result, in a second moment by creating global representations by pooling together these 2D projections.
In Chapter 4 we provide a thorough assessment on synthetic data with the
aim of gathering insights on the properties of filtering video data with GCKs.
It is in this chapter in particular that we demonstrate the benefit of directly embedding temporal information within the kernels, showing how the obtained
projections provide a promising descriptive power, also invariant to scaling.
An in depth description about the modules integrated in our pipeline (Projection, Attention and Appearance-Integration modules) can be found in Chapter
5, together with applications to benchmark datasets, an analysis of the different segmentation refinements included in this subset of the pipeline and a
1 https://sites.google.com/view/themocaproject/welcome
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comparison with state-of-the-art method for Video Object Segmentation.
Depending on which classification approach we want to follow (if through
traditional Machine Learning algorithm or Deep Learning approaches), the
Motion Classifier will pre-process the descriptors or simply aggregate information we already computed in the previous modules, in order to be fed to
the algorithm of choice. In Chapter 6 we tested the representation power of
GCKs projections in two different modalities: as features for Bag-of-VisualWords descriptors and as pre-computed input to a 3D Convolutional Neural
Network. In this last specific case, we question the possibility of using GCKs
as an alternative to pre-computed Optical Flow, known to be extremely expensive from a computational point of view.
Chapter 7 closes the thesis with a final discussion and possible future directions of the project.
The Appendix is left to include side projects carried on throughout the PhD
that do not specifically belong to the framework presented in this thesis, but
that served as basis or as alternative point of view on motion and action characteristics. The MoCA dataset is presented in Appendix A where we provide a
part of the extensive analysis on the statistics of the dataset published in [5, 8],
together with available code that we devised for loading and visualising the
actions. Appendix B focuses on human-inspired preliminary studies where
we tried to make a connection between features considered by humans and
needed by computational models to recognize similar actions.
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2
Video motion understanding:
literature review
Measuring and understanding human motion is an essential task for several
scientific fields, from neuroscience to rehabilitation, from robotics to security and surveillance. Under the umbrella term motion understanding are included a broad group of Computer Vision tasks that involve the observation
and analysis of movements.
Reviewing the state of the art of the entire field of motion understanding
solutions is out of the scope of this thesis. Instead, in this chapter we focus
on a subset of methods for the detection and identification of visual motion
in line with our work. We start by defining the notion of Visual Saliency from
a neuroscientific point of view and how this concept has been tackled by the
Computer Vision community (Section 2.1). In the following we report also
more classical formulations of the foreground identification problem (Sections
2.2 and 2.3). Lastly, we briefly review video-based Human Action Recognition
methods based on Deep Learning approaches (Section 2.4).

2.1 Visual saliency detection
Biological perception systems are very skilled in processing huge amount of
visual information in an effective and efficient way, in fact they manage to
immediately bring the attention to attractive regions and focus on those for
further processing. This is related to the notion of visual saliency, which, in
the Computer Vision community, is commonly associated with the notion of
center-surround differencing [9, 23, 24], defining saliency of a pixel as how distinct the stimulus is in that image location with respect to the surrounding locations (neighbors), where ‘stimulus’ might refer to colors, orientation, intensity
but also the amount of motion. When we are interested in motion information,
from a biological standpoint we rely on perceptual grouping, in particular in
what is defined as principle of ‘generalized common fate’ (presented as part
of the Gestalt Perception Theory, for the interested reader, see [25]), a grouping principle that is prone to perceive elements that move together as a single
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entity, useful in the research of visually coherent moving pattern among items.
Perceptual grouping has been implemented for example in [26] for the detection of items’ change of location. Biological concepts of visual attention and
eye-fixation are exploited both in video [27] and image [28] saliency detection
in order to predict where the human eye is more prone to focus in a scene.
But in general, salient object detection and fixation prediction are tasks that
define saliency in different manners, respectively, "which is the most relevant
object" and "where people look" [29]. This inconsistent perspective might bring
diversity in the way salient motion is captured, hence we are going to need different evaluation models and benchmark to compare the two.
From a computational standpoint, an object is considered salient in a sequence
if it has relevant motion and if it appears repeatedly. As reported in [30], works
in literature about visual saliency detection can be categorised following different taxonomies, depending on how the information is processed (bottom-up
or top-down), on which prior it is based (center, backgroundness or objectness
prior) and how salient features are analysed with respect to the rest of the
scene (local vs. global contrast).
Computationally, visual saliency detection on videos is usually solved following two main approaches: feature-based and learning-based.
• Feature-based (or bottom-up) approaches, usually rely on the extraction of low-level cues from both the spatial and the temporal point of
view, obtaining two saliency maps that are later fused to obtain the final saliency map. On the one end, spatial saliency resorts to appearance
low-level features such as color, luminance and texture, but it is usually taylored from method to method. Notice that classic image saliency
could also be used as a base for spatial saliency, but it needs to be kept in
mind that intra-frame relationship is not considered. On the other end,
motion information is of crucial importance, especially in video-based
saliency detection, in order to refine temporal consistency [31], discarding possible static salient objects from the scene and help background
suppression.
• Learning-based (or top-down) approaches, usually include task-dependent
methods in which, usually, low-level cues are not sufficient to accurately
detects salient targets. To overcome this problem solutions tends to incorporate additional supervised knowledge: like intra-frame and interframe information [32], the presence of specific sets of objects (humans,
cars, faces, etc) [33], eye fixation maps [28].

2.1.1

Feature-based approaches

Bottom-up approaches for video saliency detection usually include four basic steps: image pre-processing, appearance and motion feature extraction, the
application of low-level cues, combination of the resulting maps. What mainly
distinguish a method from the other is the choice of spatial features and low-
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level priors to be applied. Just to name a few example of heterogeneity: [34]
uses high center-surround contrast to detect salient regions of the scene, [35]
combines super-pixel features with global features at frame level, [36] spatial
saliency is based on background prior and, in [37], on color contrast.
In video-based saliency detection, models often directly employ spatio-temporal
features to identify the salient object, for example by using spatio-temporal
edges, appearance and motion information in order to build inter-frame and
intra-frame graphs to represent video saliency [38], or by exploiting gradient
flow fields [32].
An interesting work from Seo and Peyman [39] proposes a unified framework
for both image and space-time saliency detection. It is based, in particular, on
the computation of local regression kernels as features. The final saliency maps
are composed by a measure of ‘self-resemblance’ that indicates the likelihood
of salience of each pixel/voxel.

2.1.2

Learning-based approaches

Nowadays, the introduction of learning processes within video saliency methods is, of course, represented by the use of neural networks, introduction that
brought improved results with respect to traditional methods. Learning processes are responsible for the independent extraction of features at each video
frame and they are proven to be able to accurately extract salient regions
without the necessity of prior knowledge.
Within the realm of Deep Learning (DL) approaches, we can primarily distinguish architectures that operate at region-level or at pixel-level. Working
at region-level means separating the input into multi-scale or image patches
and then use Convolutional Neural Networks to extract features and process
them. However, region-based methods might bring issues in preserving spatial information, due to the independent processing of the patches of the scene,
although some approaches help in reducing the computational cost with respect to pixel-based. The list of the candidate regions can be retrieved by object
proposal [40, 41], by selective search [42] or by dividing the input frame into
multi-scale regions [43].
To overcome the issues just discussed, Fully Convolutional Networks are employed for the detection of pixel-based saliency: first introduced by Long et
al. [44], neural networks based saliency detection methods are trained pixelsto-pixels but they can bring redundancy in the results causing a significant
increase in computation as well as space requirement during training and testing. As a compromise, in [45] Tang et al. proposed a method exploiting both
pixel-level and region-level CNN.
Despite being among the most popular tasks tackled by the Computer Vision
community, deep learning based video saliency detection still presents some
open issues that need to be addressed:
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Dataset

Year

#Frames

#Videos

SegTrackV2 [46]

2013

1.065

14

FBMS [48]

2014

13.860

59

DAVIS-2016 [47]

2016

3.455

50

VOS [49]

2018

116.103

200

Table 1: A list of popular datasets used within the tasks of Visual Saliency Detection
and Video Object Segmentation.

• Firstly, there are still few large densely annotated datasets available.
Notably, DL architectures require big amount of training data to learn
from and this might represent a drawback both in terms of data availability and of computational requirement. Currently available dataset
comes from the (sometimes corresponding) task of Video Object Segmentation (VOS), but the most popular datasets (such as SegTrackv2 [46]
and DAVIS-2016 [47], see Tab. 1) have a total amount of video frames
much inferior to 10.000, making it difficult for them to be used in a DL
approach.
• Linked to the previous issue, DL methods are not always applicable due
to limited computational resources. Situation that might happen in the
robotics or surveillance fields, where the detection of salient regions is
needed in real-time.
• There is still the need for techniques able to robustly deal with complex
scenarios, appearance-consistency throughout the frames and the presence of multiple objects.

2.1.3 Discussion
Main objective of visual saliency detection is to identify objects relevant from
the point of view of both appearance and motion. While motion is commonly
retrieved by means of Optical Flow estimation, information on spatial saliency
can be gathered from a list of diverse low-level features. Historically, since
the formulation of visual saliency detection as a binary segmentation problem
[50] (distinguishing, basically, foreground from background with zeros and
ones) there has been a less clear separation between this and other well-known
Computer Vision tasks that shared many concepts, such as motion detection
and Video Object Segmentation (see Sec. 2.3). While the obtained result is
more or less the same, what change are, for example, application scenarios
and evaluation protocol.
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(a) Background model M

(b) Current scene I

(c) Map of changes B

Figure 3: The Background model (a) represents the reference frame against which the
current scene (b) is compared. The thresholded map of changes (c) highlights
which pixels encountered a variation in time.

2.2 Motion Detection
Classical approaches for the identification of moving objects, shape the problem as a change detection (CD), with ‘change’ referring to a transformation of
something in time, usually pixel intensity levels. A basic CD algorithm takes
in input two consequent images and produce in output a binary mask B following a simple rule: B(i, j) = 1 if there is a significant change at pixel (i,j),
B(i, j) = 0 otherwise. What is considered a ‘significant change’ will depend on
both the algorithm and the application scenario, since this concept is generally
strictly dependent to it.
Background subtraction (BGS) models are a particular formulation of change
detection in which the main idea is to separate the foreground by comparing
the current scene I with a model M of the background:
∆(i, j) = | I (i, j) − M (i, j)|

(1)

The binary masks classifying pixels is obtained by thresholding the map of
changes ∆(i, j) (see Fig. 3):

1 if |∆(i, j)| > τ
B(i, j) =
(2)

0 otherwise
Change detection methods differ from each other mostly in the way the background model is built ad updated. In one of the earliest formulation, reference
background was fixed a priori by averaging video frames representing the
empty scene and then updated during the computation [51], in other works
BGS models focus on backgrounds that include dynamic elements [52, 53].
While this solution became particularly popular in scenarios with no camera
motion, the problem of moving objects segmentation within a moving camera
scenario is still one of the most challenging, due to the presence of occlusions,
dynamic background, appearance changes, fast motion and background clutter. In Fig. 4 are reported the results of two widely used efficient Background
Subtraction techniques available in the openCV library, one based on Gaussian
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(a) Frame

(b) MOG

(c) K-NN

Figure 4: Examples of two different Background Subtraction techniques, results of the
openCV implementation of (b) [54] that uses a Gaussian mixture model MOG - and (c) [55] based on K-nearest neighbors

Mixture Models [55] and the other on K-nearest neighbors [54].
Optical Flow (OF) is a motion estimation method able to quantify the relative movement of a 3D scene in a 2D projected image. ‘The optical flow field is
ideally a dense field of displacement vectors, which maps all points of the first image onto their corresponding locations in the second image.’ [56]. First proposed
in 1981 with differential methods [57], OF algorithms now exploit the use of
Convolutional Neural Networks either for the estimation of the flow fields or
to use flow fields as input for specific tasks. Complete surveys on the stateof-the-art methods available for optical flow computation can be found in
[56] and [58]: the authors of [56] set up a comparison between more classical, variational techniques, and deep-based architectures suggesting strength
and drawbacks for each solution. Basic OF solutions are gradient-based, this
means that flow fields are recovered from small deviations around the initial
value. For this thesis we are interested in approaches dealing with estimation
of multiple motion patterns within the same image like, for example, methods able to detect forearm and hand motion as two distinct moving regions.
The estimation of dense flow fields [59] needs to be embedded in coarse-tofine frameworks, paying particular attention to small-scale and fast-moving
regions, which flow field may be oversmoothed at a coarser level. Drawbacks
of these kind of frameworks include the poor performance on regions with motion larger than their size, solutions chosen to overcome this limitation rely on
motion segmentation based on approximated nearest neighbor fields (ANNF)
[60], partitioning the images in regions characterized by coherent motion patterns. Variational techniques available include also [61] and [62], while, as for
the CNN-based techniques, Large Displacement Optical Flow is computed in
the architectures presented in [63] and [64].
In Fig. 5 we reported visual examples of the Optical Flow estimation algorithm that will be used later in this thesis, SIFT flow [65] and GunnarFarneback dense OF [59].

2.3 Video Object Segmentation
The task of Video Object Segmentation (VOS) (about which an extensive recent
survey can be found in [18]) aims at discerning between foreground and back-
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 5: Examples of output for (b) the Gunnar-Farneback Dense Optical Flow [59]
(c) the SIFT Flow [65]

(b) [67]

(a) [66]

(c) [68]

Figure 6: Segmentation results on two classical VOS benchmark datasets: SegTrack v2
[46] (a,c) and DAVIS-2016 [47] (b)

ground, usually, producing a binary mask of the identified objects. Despite
being vastly studied during the years and one of the main research areas of
Computer Vision, there are still several challenges that need to be addressed.
VOS methods aim at obtaining a mask of the entire salient object, even when
only part of it is actually moving, fusing, in a sense, the goals of both saliency and motion detection. Hence information coming only from motion cues
might not be enough, especially in the unsupervised setting, where no human
annotation is involved. In order to overcome this problem, recent approaches
[47, 66, 69] combine motion-based cues with additional sources of information
related with the probability of finding an object in some regions of the image
[68, 70, 71] – the objectness – to refine the map. Similarly, motion and appearance information have been fused in methods leveraging deep architectures
[72, 73], proposing a two-stream network with appearance and Optical Flow
estimation. This refinement step allows to reach considerable segmentation
accuracy, but at the price of a significant computational cost, and the need of
customized solutions whose use is limited to specific detection task.
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To sum up, unsupervised VOS methods often face challenges that cannot be
solved with just one feature computation, hence solutions usually resort to
framework that combine different methods, such as algorithm for the generation of object proposals, optical flow, attention mechanisms [74] and salient
regions [67].

2.4 Human Action Recognition
Human Action Recognition (HAR) is the process of identifying and recognizing movements captured with a specific sensor. Being one of the most addressed task in the Computer Vision community, driven by an extensive range
of real-world applications, HAR literature can be categorized taking into consideration different data type, learning protocols, features extraction and representation techniques and so on. Providing a complete overview of the state
of the art is out of the scope of this thesis, in this section we will hence focus
on a branch of literature that shares common characteristics and is relevant
with our work: video-based human action recognition methods based on Deep
Learning approaches.
In recent years, Deep Learning methods drastically changed the concept of
Machine Learning. Deep networks require huge amount of data in order to
automatically learn representations that can later be employed in classification
methods. Literature for human action recognition either include Deep Learning layers as part of the process or uses deep architectures in a end-to-end
manner. This shift in the way machine learning was used, showed particularly great potential with the employment of images and video data, although
this kind of architectures usually require extensive amount of data to learn
from and, as a consequence, considerable amount of time and computational
resources (not always available).
The ultimate goal of our work is to employ an efficient and effective model
for the identification of relevant motion as part of a more complex actionoriented pipeline. For this reason we decided to review approaches for action
classification that specifically targeted motion-based representations as a starting point. Numerous are the frameworks that incorporate Optical Flow in their
computation, either to detect moving regions [75] or track the trajectory of a
specific object in time [76]. The first two-stream network for human action recognition has been proposed in [77] where features extracted considered both
spatial information, gathered from RGB frames, and temporal information,
obtained from the computation of dense Optical Flow fields. Motion between
frames is described by stacking optical flow displacement field between several consecutive frame. Final action representation is then obtained by fusing
the two sets of features, that are fed to the classification layers. Although Optical Flow is a great way of representing human motion, the pre-computation
of it is still a demanding task in terms of resources.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Popular Neural Network architectures employed for the problem of Human
Action Recognition (a) Lattice Long Short-Term Memory [78] (b) 3D Convolutional Neural Network [79] (c) Two-stream Inflated 3D ConvNet [80]

With action recognition requiring to learn temporal structures, another natural application within the realm of DL methods are Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). In [78] a two-stream LSTM (sketch of the architecture can be
found in Fig. 7a) is integrated to the framework of [77] to further model the
temporal information.
More recently, 3D-CNNs have been presented as a valid alternative to the
heavy pre-processing required until that moment, indeed, 3D-CNNs (Fig. 7b)
are like standard 2D convolutional networks but have the ability of directly
extract spatio-temporal features and therefore cut down computational and
storage demand. Among all the proposed approaches, we can find one of the
earliest application to Human Action Recognition, C3D [79], in which authors
first stated that 3D CNNs could be a better option for video temporal modelling with respect to 2D CNNs or Optical Flow. Few years later, Inflated 3D
ConvNet (i3D) [80] (Fig. 7c) extended C3D by inflating 2D kernels from a pretrained 2D CNN in order to improve convergence and training time.
With DL architectures requiring huge amount of training data, after the initial
shift that saw the usage of neural networks from image-based to video-based
action recognition, the urgency of creating a large-scale dataset of human actions became obvious. The Kinetics dataset [81] enters in the Deep Learning
scene in 2017 and it consists in a collection of 400 classes of actions, sourced
from YouTube, mainly divided into Person Actions (singular), Person-Person Actions and Person-Object Actions, ending with a total of over 300.000 video clips
of more or less 10 seconds each. In 2020, Kinetics has been extended to 700
classes of actions [82], always gathered from YouTube videos.
Similarly to Visual Saliency, we include a list of popular benchmark datasets
used for Human Action Recognition in Table 2.
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Dataset

Year

#Classes

#Videos

HMDB-51 [83]

2011

51

3.312

UCF-101 [84]

2012

101

2.500

Something-Something [85]

2017

174

109K

ActivityNet [86]

2015

200

24K

Kinetics-400 [81]

2017

400

306K

Sports1M [87]

2014

487

1.1M

Kinetics-700-2020 [82]

2020

700

648K

YouTube-8M [88]

2016

3862

8.2M

Table 2: A list of benchmark datasets used for Human Action Recognition. Numbers
about the dataset come from [81] and [89]. In the list we included datasets that
focus on particular action properties, such as temporal evolution in humanobject interaction [85] and sports [87]
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PART I

The Gray-Code Kernels: Theoretical
background and assessment
This part of the thesis focuses on the building blocks of our methodology:
The Gray-Code Kernels (GCKs). As a first contribution for this thesis,
in Chapter 3 we design a family of 3D projection kernels and discuss
their applicability to video data to efficiently obtain a filtered version of
RGB frames. In Chapter 4 we give an experimental investigation on the
properties of filtering with GCKs. We also devise representations maps
based on poolings, able to describe in a compact manner the information
included in an entire bank of filtered results.

3
The Gray Code Kernels
In this Chapter we report the essential theory about Gray Code Kernels (GCKs),
as presented in [21]. We start with one-dimensional definitions and theorems
in Section 3.2.1, followed by the 2D extension in Section 3.2.2, as explained by
original authors at first, coupled with problems and doubts encountered during the preliminary study. In Section 3.3 we present the first contribution of
this thesis: the design and formalization of a family of 3D GCKs. We conclude
the chapter with a discussion about efficiency and applicability to video data
by proposing a GCKs based 3D projection framework (Section 3.4).

3.1 Filtering images
Image filtering is an important building block of Digital Signal Processing that
involves the analysis of intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics of the visual signal. Often it is used to enhance certain types of spatial structures that can be
found within the image (i.e. the detection of corners and edges [90], but also
faces and facial expressions [91, 92]) or to suppress them (for example by mitigating noise using wavelet filters [93], smoothing the image while preserving
the edges [94], or, more globally problems related to image restoration [95]).
When dealing with videos, filtering is required to consider also changes in
time, switching from the well known spatial filtering to spatio-temporal filtering. From a mathematical standpoint, image filtering is often implemented
by a convolution operation between the image and a matrix called kernel, in
which values directly relate to what we are looking for in the image. For instance, appropriate kernels can be designed to spot edges (Fig. 8a), to blur out
images with a mean (Fig. 8b) or by applying a Gaussian filter (Fig. 8c).
Convolution in images can be seen as a kernel matrix sliding over every pixel
of the input image yielding the sum of the element-wise product of the two
matrices (a visual intuition can be found in Fig. 9), therefore, computational
complexity of this type of operation is directly dependent on signal and kernel
dimensions which determine the total number of multiplications that need to
be computed.
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(a) Sobel filter

(b) Median filter

(c) Gaussian filter

Figure 8: Examples of kernels employed in Image Processing for (a) identifying edges
computing image gradients - Sobel filters [96], (b) blurring images - Median
Filter [97], (c) applying a Gaussian Function - Gaussian Filter [98].

Mathematically we can define discrete convolution in images as follows:
m

O(i, j) =

n

∑ ∑ I (i − k − 1, j − l − 1)K(k, l)

(3)

k =0 l =0

where I is the input image of size M × N and K is the kernel of size m × n.
Enhanced image resolution, large quantity of data and the fact that, nowadays,
real-time responsiveness is required from a large part of available application,
generated the necessity of speeding up the filtering process. To this end, literature proposed three different possible solutions: the first one focuses on
finding approaches able to cut computational complexity switching to the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform [99], the second is to create
specific set of kernels, each able to be independently computed in an efficient
way (i.e., resorting to the use of boxlets [100] or integral images [101]), third

Figure 9: Visual intuition for discrete convolution function on images: each pixel value
is obtained by linear combination of the input image pixels with the kernel
values. The number of operations per pixel will directly depend on the size
of the kernel.
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and last one is to design family of kernels and to exploit their relationship in
order to speed up the entire process of cascade filtering [102].
In this thesis we focus on approaches belonging to the third class considering
Gray-Code Kernels, that will be presented in details in the following.

3.2 The Gray-Code Kernels
The Gray-Code Kernels (GCKs) are a family of kernels that have been presented in [21] as a solution for filtering images with a large set of kernels in an
affordable way, especially for real-time applications. Designers aimed at building a generalizable method by combining the three techniques listed before.
In fact, they aim to be efficiently computable, inclusive, as they consist of a vast
set of kernels suitable for various tasks, and informative as they are also able to
carry information related to the task they are been used for. Inclusion and informativeness are supported by the fact that kernels belonging to a Gray-Code
Kernel family form a complete basis, hence they are able to approximate any
needed kernel by a linear combination.
In literature, GCKs have been mainly used in their 2D formulation as a fast image filtering solution. The result of the efficient projection scheme has been exploited within three main classic Computer Vision task such as pattern matching, motion estimation and to approximate the search for patch nearest neighbors. One of the most popular use of GCKs efficient projection scheme can be
found in the computation of Coherency Sensitive Hashing [103], an approach
that uses 2D Walsh-Hadamard kernels (a particular case of GCKs where values
store in the filters are ±1) to extend Local Sensitivity Hashing [104] with Patch
Match [105] replacing the randomicity of this last algorithm with an hashing
function based on 2D Walsh-Hadamard Transform for a good speed/accuracy
trade off. [103] is also used within an alternative motion estimation method
based on Approximate Nearest Neighbor Fields [60], approach that is presented as an alternative to classical coarse-to-fine frameworks for the detection
of large displacement. A Nearest Neighbor Field is defined as, given a patch
from an image I A , the list of the visually similar patches from another image
I B . GCKs efficient projection scheme is hence exploited as an effective starting
point by finding a high number of corresponding patches with correct motion.

In a couple of examples, the Gray-Code Kernels have been explicitly used
on video data: in [106] the projection framework is extended to videos, using
2D GCKs for motion estimation by bounding the distance computed between
projections over blocks of frames instead of using single images. To the best of
our knowledge, there is only one available example of application of 3D GCKs
[22], where they are used to create 3D space-time patches for the identification of foreground objects. With the aim of pursuing real-time performances
on video, authors resort to efficient projection and dimensionality reduction
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[1]

+

[1-1]

[11]

+
[1111]

[11-1-1]

[1-1-11]

+
[1-11-1]

Figure 10: Example of binary tree with k = 2 generating one-dimensional GCKs of
(2)

size 4. Leaves of the tree form the family Vs .

techniques in order to avoid using raw video data, but still storing in memory
the results of the filters.
To summarize, the Gray-Code Kernels provide an elegant and efficient projection framework for filtering images and videos: if applied in the appropriate
order, successive convolutions with a bank of GCKs requires only two operations per pixel regardless image or kernel sizes. For this reason we chose
to employ them in the extraction of low-level features within the problem of
visual saliency detection.
In the following we review the theory of GCKs formulation.

3.2.1

One-dimensional definition

In this section we define Gray-Code Kernels and their efficient projection
scheme in the simplest form, thus when both kernels and input signal are
one-dimensional.
A family of GCKs is built according to a recursive definition, starting from
a vector s of length t, also called the seed, and a parameter k ≥ 0.
Definition 3.2.1. A family of Gray-Code Kernels can be recursively defined as
follows
(0)
Vs = [s]
(4)
(k)
( k −1)
( k −1)
Vs = {[vs
αk vs
]}
( k −1)

( k −1)

with vs
∈ Vs
and αk ∈ {+1, −1}, αk v indicating the multiplication of
kernel v with scalar αk and [...] denoting concatenation.
It is easy to show that the parameters s and k determine the final length of
each one-dimensional kernel (composed of 2k t elements) as well as the total
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number of kernels in the family, (2kd , with d = 1 in the one-dimensional setting).
We can see the recursive definition as a binary tree of k levels, starting with
a root equal to [s] and where the branches are labeled with the values of α
used to create the kernels (see Fig. 10 for an example using s = [1]). The final
family will be composed by the kernels positioned at the bottom level of the
tree, i.e. its leaves.
The efficiency of filtering with a family of GCKs is related to the ordering
in which these filters are applied. An optimal ordering is defined with respect
to the kernel’s α-index, a code composed by the labels of the edges of the path
going from the root of the tree to the position of the kernel we are considering.
Definition 3.2.2. The sequence α = α1 ...αk , αi ∈ {+1, −1} that uniquely defines
(k)
a kernel v ∈ Vs is called the α-index of v.
The uniqueness of each α-index can be visually appreciated in Fig. 10. αindices are also able to determine a relationship between kernels, relationship
that will be the foundations of the efficient scheme.
Definition 3.2.3. Two kernels at a certain level k of the binary tree are α-related
if and only if the hamming distance between their α-indices is one.
(2)

To give a practical example we take the first two kernels of Vs in Fig. 10,
where s = [1]: the first one, v1 = [1111] has α-index equal to [++], instead the
second one, v2 = [11 − 1 − 1], has α-index equal to [+−], hence there is only
(2)
one different element between their two α-indices. In the same set Vs we also
have the following other α-related couples: (v1 , v4 ) and (v2 , v3 ). An ordered
sequence of Gray-Code Kernels, where adjacent kernels in the sequence are
α-related, is called a Gray-Code Sequence (GCS).
The application of the efficient scheme strictly depends on the relationship
between pairs of consecutive filter kernels, meaning that the actual order of the
kernels within the sequence is insignificant as long as the α-relation is maintained. For this reason, multiple orderings can be considered valid GCSs and
different strategies may be exploited depending on the task. It is mentioned in
[21] that a family of GCKs is isomorphic to a kd-dimensional hypercube graph
containing 2kd vertices (the total size of the family where every edge connects
two α-related vertices). Moreover, Gray-Code Sequences including all vertices
corresponds to an hamiltonian path [107]. In Graph Theory this corresponds to a
path between two vertices that visits each vertex of the graph exactly once and
it is notoriously an NP-hard problem, special case of the Travelling Salesman
Subtour problem [108]. The complexity of finding a GCS is, then, related to
the amount of vertices to be included: the number of possible Gray-Code Sequences containing all vertices is equal to the number of hamiltonian paths in
the kd-dimensional hypercube [109] (2 possible GCSs for kd = 1, 8 for kd = 2,
144 for kd = 3 and so on) hence for the one-dimensional case this will not be
discussed.
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To show the efficiency of filtering with sequences of α-related kernels, the
authors of [21] start by defining the sum and difference of two kernels v1 , v2 ∈
(k)
Vs , respectively, as v+ and v− . It can be easily derived that, for construction,
v1 and v2 share a common prefix of length ∆ > 0:
v1 = [1 1 1 1]

(5)

v2 = [1 1 -1 -1]
The following theorem is a consequence.
(k)

Theorem 3.2.1. Given two α-related kernels v1 , v2 ∈Vs
tor of length ∆, the following relation holds:

with a common prefix vec-

[ 0∆ v + ] = [ v − 0∆ ]

(6)

Where 0∆ is a vector of ∆ zeros.
(k)

If we expand v ∈Vs to an infinite sequence such that v(i ) = 0 for i < 0 and
for i ≥ 2k t, Theorem 3.2.1 can be rewritten as v+ (i − ∆) = v− (i ).
At this point we have all notions needed to introduce the core principle
behind the Gray-Code Kernels efficient filtering scheme.
(k)

Corollary 1. Given two α-related kernels v1 , v2 in Vs , then
v1 ( i ) = v2 ( i ) + v2 ( i − ∆ ) + v1 ( i − ∆ )
v2 ( i ) = v1 ( i ) − v1 ( i − ∆ ) − v2 ( i − ∆ )

(7)

Let b1 and b2 be the results of convolving a signal X respectively with αrelated filter kernels v1 and v2 , then, by linearity of convolution we have the
following:
b1 (i ) = b2 (i ) + b2 (i − ∆) + b1 (i − ∆)
(8)
b2 (i ) = b1 (i ) − b1 (i − ∆) − b2 (i − ∆)
From the above formulas it can be derived that, given the result of convolving
the signal X with one of the two kernels, only two operations per pixel are
needed to obtain the result of convolving the signal with the other kernel,
taking advantage of the fact that the results obtained by the computation of
one windows can be exploited in the computation of neighboring windows.

3.2.2 Extending to higher dimensions
As discussed in [21] the efficient properties of filtering with GCKs can be gen(k)
eralized to higher dimensions. The two-dimensional version of Vs is defined
in [21] as
n
o
(k ,k )
(k )
Vs1 ,s12 2 = v1 × v2 | vi ∈ Vsi i
(9)
Hence, a family of two-dimensional GCKs can be built by computing the
inner product ‘×’ between one-dimensional GCKs. Since the obtained twodimensional kernel v is separable, the two one-dimensional kernels forming it
and the associated α-indices uniquely define v.
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Figure 11: Examples of sequency-based (a) and frequency-based (b) orderings.
Sequency-based orderings form a GCS because they rely on horizontal
and vertical proximity of α-related kernels. Frequency-based orderings are
known to perform as well as optimal orderings on natural images [110],
but, at the expense of memory complexity. In particular by not forming a
GCS they require to store the projection of more than one previous kernel
of the sequence in order to apply successive projections.

Definition 3.2.4. (Extension of Definition 3.2.2) For v = v1 × v2 , with associated α-indices α1 and α2 , the sequence α = [α1 , α2 ] uniquely defines v and it is
the α-index of v.
(k ,k )

Definition 3.2.5. (Extension of Definition 3.2.3) Two kernels vi , v j ∈Vs1 ,s1 2 2 are
α-related iff the hamming distance of their α-indices is one.
For what concerns the application of the efficient scheme, it has not been trivial
to derive the extension of the two operations/pixel in the 2D case. In order to
determine the appropriate equation, there are three observations that needs to
be considered:
1. The application of the the efficient filtering scheme depends on the relationship between pairs of consecutive filter kernels, but, ordered onedimensional kernels do not generate an already ordered d-dimensional
GCS. Hence we will need a further processing step.
2. The application of the efficient filtering scheme depends on the ordering of consecutive kernels in the sense that what guides the coordinate
change is the axis in which we have a different sequencing. A practical
example can be found in Fig. 11a, switching between horizontally neighbouring kernels will present a sequencing change along the second dimension (y axis), while vertically neighbouring kernels have different
sequencing along the first dimension (x axis).
3. The application of one of the two equations in (8) depends on the ordering of the α-indices of the considered kernels
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From the last two observations we can extend Eq. 8 to two dimensions:
b2 (i, j) = b1 (i, j) + b2 (i, j − ∆) + b1 (i, j − ∆)

(10)

b1 (i, j) = b2 (i, j) − b1 (i, j − ∆) − b2 (i, j − ∆)

(11)

Specifically, Eq. 10 refers to α1 = [+−], α2 = [++] but signs are inverted in
case of α1 = [++] and α2 = [+−]. Notice that the operations above are applied
to the second dimension (j) but same thing happens on the first (i).
One of the most common way of deriving a d-dimensional GCS is by applying sequency-based ordering: with sequency we mean the number of sign
changes along each dimension of the kernel and this strategy is based on the fact
that, for example, in Fig. 11, kernels laying on the same row or column are αrelated, so ordering them by increasing sequency form a Gray-Code Sequence
(Fig.11). Sequency-based ordering is also known to hold an energy compactization property that allows them to perform particularly well on natural images
[111].
Moreover, this type of ordering is always applicable. On the contrary, other
approaches for the creation of a GCS, such as greedy and optimal, need to rely
on priority values assigned to the kernels, but these do not guarantee either to
satisfy the conditions of applicability of the efficient projection scheme nor to
obtain a result in reasonable time (due to the fact that optimal GCK ordering
is considered a special formulation of the Travelling Salesman dilemma where
we want to find the maximally weighted path in an hypercube graph, thus a
NP-hard problem). From another point of view, guided by the specific task,
[106] is an example of application of the increasing frequency ordering (Fig.
11b), although it does not form a GCS, and therefore the method could not
take advantage of efficiency, authors mention that, in their case, memory complexity is not an issue and they prioritize the energy compaction property that
the Walsh-Hadamard Transform gives.
Up to this point, details discussed in this section have been of particular importance in the design of a projection scheme able to incorporate 3D GCKs. In
the course of the first year of PhD we thoroughly studied the 2D implementation in its theoretical and practical aspects and proposed an implementable
way of extending it to three dimensions.

3.3

3D GCKs design and implementation

As specified in the state of the art, Gray-Code Kernels are present in literature
mainly in their two-dimensional form, used, both on images and videos, as
a real-time pattern-matching technique (Sec. 3.2) that combines the efficient
projection scheme to a rejection framework, in order to quickly discard patches
that do not match the pattern.
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With video data being able to naturally incorporate temporal information,
efficiency could be exploited even more by adding a third dimension to the
kernels. Ideally this would allow temporal information to be merged with
spatial information in the resulting 3D convolution. With the exception of [22],
3D GCK filtering scheme and its potential have not been thoroughly discussed
nor the implementation made available. For this reason in this Section we will
present the first contribution of this thesis: the design and implementation of
a family of 3D GCKs and the rethinking of the efficient projection scheme to
be suitable for video data.
We start with the definition of a family of 3D GCKs.
Definition 3.3.1. We define a family F of 3D Gray-Code Kernels V as
n
o
(k)
F = V = v1 × v2 × v3 | vi ∈ V[s]

(12)

Where 0 ×0 denotes the outer product between vectors and vi , v j , vh belongs to
the same 1D Gray-Code Kernel family.

F has a total number of kernels m = 23k of size n × n × n (where n = 2k t is
the length of the 1D filters, t being the length of the seed s). Differently from
Eq. 9, in our definition one-dimensional kernels forming 3D kernels come from
the same binary tree with seed = [s] and k levels, de facto generating the 3D
family F from a single one-dimensional set of filters.
If we have a look at the kernels included in the family we can see that the assumption of 3D GCKs being able to integrate temporal cues is related to their
intrinsic structure, while, two-dimensional kernels focus on the detection of
edges from an appearance point of view (similarly to edge and corners detectors [90] that capture changes in two directions, some of the 2D GCKs can also
be found within the set of Haar-like features [112]). In particular, we can distinguish three main subgroups of filters, with division depending on their structure and the properties that they are predominantly able to highlight: spatial
(VS ), temporal (VT ), and spatio-temporal (VST ), we have V = VS ∪ VT ∪ VST .
Examples for each subset can be found in Fig. 12.
The transition from 2D to 3D brings non-trivial problems in what concerns
memory efficiency, as in order to obtain the current projection, the previous ∆
projections in time need to be stored in memory and available, with ∆ = 2(k−1) t
corresponding to the length of the shared prefix vectors between two α-related
3D kernels. A schematic example of what this means in practical terms is reported in Fig. 13.
We can see that in one and two dimensions the efficient scheme resorts
to at most one previous computation (b1 ). In the three-dimensional case we
need to take in consideration that we are dealing with video frames (the ones
highlighted in blue) that, of course, must be stored in their entirety, hence
values on the first two pixel coordinates can be gathered within the same frame
projection (b2 ) and the previous one (b1 ), while changes in the third coordinate
require the previous δ projection in time to be stored (last example), doubling,
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Figure 12: Examples of (a) Spatial (b) Temporal (c) Spatio-temporal 3D kernels

at least, the memory requirement. To overcome this problem we needed to
design an ordering that would both ensure efficient projection computation
together with low memory cost hence minimizing the number of consecutive
α-related 3D kernels with different temporal sequencing (the number of sign
changes along the z axis of a 3D kernel). In our solution we decided to derive
a 3D GCs by processing all filters with coherent temporal sequency (i.e. filters
that have the same number of sign changes along the z axis) using a sequencybased ordering and then minimizing the jumps between kernels with different
number of temporal changes.
Given a couple of α-related 3D kernels V and K, in order to correctly apply
the efficient projection scheme and hence find the axis on which we can operate, we can represent the 3D kernels with the triplets of one-dimensional vectors that generated them (in the correct order) V = [v1 , v2 , v3 ], K = [k1 , k2 , k3 ].
Being α-related kernels, two out of the three vectors at the same position will
be equal, the remaining ones will be enough to determine on which pixel coordinate we are going to calculate the new values and with which signs. We
report here an example to clarify:

V = [v1 = [1111], v2 = [1111], v3 = [11-1-1]]
K = [k1 = [1111], k2 = [11-1-1], k3 = [11-1-1]]

(13)

A variation along the second dimension is determined by the fact that the
second vectors of the triplets are different (v2 and k2 ), with a shared prefix of
∆ = 2. At position ∆+1 we have a sign change from + to -. In order to obtain
the result bK of filtering with K starting from the filtering bV obtained by V ,
the following equation must be applied:
bK (i, j, h) = bK (i, j − 2, h) − bV (i, j, h) − bV (i, j − 2, h)

(14)
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Figure 13: Example of how the efficient projection scheme assigns values to a new
projection: let b1 and b2 be the respective result of convolving a signal with
two consecutive α-related kernels with ∆ = 2. Suppose we already computed b1 , we can obtain b2 by composing the new value (green block) using
three already available coefficients (yellow blocks).
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w

Clip of n frames

h
GCS projection

slicing

concatenation

clip representation

Figure 14: Procedure that represents our proposed strategy for the application of
GCKs efficient projection scheme on video data. The same procedure is
described in pseudocode by Procedure 2. We take in input a clip C of n
video frames, compute the GCKs projections and compose the final representation Cˆ.

3.4 A video filtering strategy using 3D GCKs
In this section we introduce our scheme of implementation for filtering videos
with 3D GCKs, which structure is shown in Fig. 14. According to the original
work, we build a recursive binary tree starting from an initial seed s = [1]
(notice this corresponds to derive a family of Walsh-Hadamard kernels) and
we set the number of levels of the tree to k = 2. After the generation of 3D
kernels, the final family F will be thus composed by 64 filters of size 4x4x4 of
±1 values. This allows us to reach a good compromise between efficiency and
representative power of the obtained filtered images.
Given an input video, our application framework splits the sequence in overlapping clips C of size W × H × n, where W and H are, respectively, the width
and height of the video frames, while n = 2k t = 4 is the size of the kernel
along the temporal axis (see previous section). We define a projection Φ that
maps the original frame block in a new space obtained by filtering it with the
bank F of GCKs (where M is the number of total filters in the bank. Thus
Φ : RW × H ×n → RW × H × M is mathematically defined as
Φ(C) = {C ~ Fh }hM=−01

(15)

where ~ denotes the convolution operator. In order to correctly apply the efficient projection scheme, firstly, the result of a classical full convolution between
the input and the first filter of the bank (kernel 0) is needed. At that point, the
remaining 63 projections can be computed using two operations/pixel, regardless input or kernel dimension.
We select the central slice of the resulting 3D projection (i.e. the one in position n/2) as the one maximizing the amount of information about the whole
block i.e. how that filter responded in a span of n frames in time. This allows
us, as mentioned, to save the maximum amount of information with no redundancy (that we could have by keeping the entire filtered block). Hence,
for each processed clip, we end up having a single 2D representation of each
projection, M = 64 blocks of 2D projections Cˆ = Φ(C), normalized between 0
and 1. A striding equal to one frame between processed video clips provides
a projection at each time instant.
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Algorithms 1 and 2 report the pseudocode with the essential steps of the
procedure for efficient filtering: function generate3D takes as input a starting seed [s] and a value k (that we remind being the number of levels of the
tree) and is in charge of the recursive genration of one-dimensional GCKs.
One-dimensional GCKs are then multiplied to obtain 3D cubes and ordered
using the sequency-based ‘snake’ for them to form a Gray Code Sequence. The
ordered sequence, together with, of course, a video clip, is required from function applyGCK (Algorithm 2). This last one produces the final representation
Cˆ containing one projection for each filter belonging to the family F (M = 64)
(following procedure represented in Fig. 14 and details reported in Sec. 3.3).
From an implementation viewpoint, the first convolution can be computed
using either a classic full 3D convolution, three separated 1D convolutions or
a 3D FFT-based convolution.
Algorithm 1: Generation of a family of 3D GCK
Input: seed [s], number of levels k
Output: a family Ford of 3D GCKs, ordered to form a GCS
function generate3D([s], k)
OneDim ← Binary Tree([s],k)
F ← OneDim × OneDim × OneDim
Ford ← re-ordering of kernels in F to form a GCS
return Ford
end function

Algorithm 2: 3D GCKs efficient projection scheme
Input: C of size W × H × n, Ford
Output: block of projections Cˆ of size W × H × M
function applyGCK(C , Ford )
b0 = C ~ Ford [0]
output ← normalized b0[n/2] for i in Ford do
end
represent Ford [i ] and Ford [i − 1] as triplets of OneDim
direction ← find different OneDim
∆, sign ← position and sign of the first odd element
b1 = apply efficient projection using b0 , direction, ∆, sign
output ← output ∪ normalized(b1 [n/2])
b0 = b1
end function
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3.5 Computational considerations
For a better understanding of the efficiency guaranteed by the projection scheme,
here is reported a comparison on the number of operations needed by different
strategies for computing convolution operations between signals.
More specifically, we compare a full 3D convolution, the FFT-based approach
and ours based on GCKs.
In order to obtain M projections with a kernel of size n × n × n, using a full 3D
convolution will require M ∗ n3 multiplications per pixel, while using GCKs
efficient filtering scheme we are able to obtain the same result at the cost of
2( M − 1) operations per pixel.
From a runtime perspective, given a family F composed by 64 filter kernels of
size 4x4x4, a full 3D convolution took us 11.45 sec/frame, while FFT-based convolution only 0.7 sec/frame. In comparison, our method is substantially more
efficient because it required 0.075 sec/frame. All the tested solutions have been
implemented in Python on a laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8265U CPU @
1.60GHz and 32GB RAM.

3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced the theoretical background and main building
block of this thesis: the Gray-Code Kernels and their efficient filtering scheme.
Specifically, as we are mainly interested in filtering video data, we defined our
personal implementation of a family of 3D GCKs by extending the properties
presented in [21] and we adapted the projection scheme to capture spatiotemporal information from video data.
We used the representation resulting from the framework described above
in a double manner: first as a way of understanding the behaviour of GCKs
projection in different video scenarios, from a numerical point of view, then as
a possible way of characterizing motion information.
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4
Empirical assessment of GCKs on
synthetic data
In this chapter we resort to the use of synthetic data to provide an experimental investigation on the properties of filtering with GCKs. In particular we
created ad hoc sequences with controlled motion characteristics in order to
better understand how GCKs behave under different circumstances. We begin
the analysis with a qualitative and quantitative evaluation on the differences
between filtering with 2D GCKs and 3D GCKs (Section 4.2). In Section 4.3 we
introduce two new compact representations for each projected video clip Cˆ
based on poolings and we proceed with a discussion about their descriptive
power, with respect to differences in velocity, direction of motion and moving
object appearances. In the last section we briefly analyse information redundancy and low-resolution filtering capability.

4.1 Introduction
With literature lacking a more comprehensive analysis on the behaviour of
GCKs with video data, this part of work has been imagined as a baseline
investigation on some controlled scenario. Our aim is to draw some basic conclusions and intuitions about the expected behaviour of GCKs.
The testbed dataset used within this batch of experiments focuses on simple
synthetic movements: we chose a white dot (that we will also call ‘target’) moving on a black uniform background following rectilinear paths in 8 different
directions. The family of 3D GCKs used in this assessment includes kernels of
size n × n × n and n = 4. The target moves with a constant velocity (of magnitude n2 , n, 2n, or 4n) in each sequence, and it may be of size (diameter) equal
to n, 2n, or 4n. Directions are indicated by numbers from 1 to 8, with 1 referring to ‘going south’ and proceeding in a counter-clockwise manner. Even
numbers refer to oblique motion (south-west, north-west, north-east, southeast), odd for perpendicular (south, west, north, east). We end up with a total
of 96 sequences. Additionally, the explicit connection between the sequence
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properties and the size of the kernels allows us to reason about the ability of
the filters to highlight specific movement features.
The analysis starts from the assumption that the bank of filters may give us
variability in the projection values depending on different factors, such as the
type and quantity of information found in an image region and the structure
of the specific kernel in use (like we said in the previous chapter: spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal kernels).
The assumption is partially supported by standard deviation maps.
We computed the standard deviation using the formula in (16) over the entire
bank of projections V in Cˆ at each pixel position, and accordingly, over the
three subsets VS , VT and VST :
r
∑ (Vm − µ )2
σC (i, j) =
(16)
M
where Vm is the m-th projection value at position (i, j) and M is the number
of filters included in the bank V. Visual examples of the resulting maps can
be appreciated in Fig. 15b. It is immediately evident the difference between
areas of the background (still and noiseless) and patches in which motion is
occurring. Hence, ideally, if nothing interesting is happening in the scene, then
subsets of filters should react coherently and stably, or no react at all. This particularly stands true considering the spatio-temporal subset of projections (Fig.
15d), with a standard deviation near zero on the background and presenting
no artifacts on the borders of the image (happens in Fig. 15b with spatial kernels).
Taking into account our interest in motion information, this gave us the opportunity to investigate whether or not the introduction of temporal information
(with respect to, for example, the 2D version of GCKs) could be sufficient to
describe motion in a scene. In addition to that, we are also interested in understanding how different motion attributes, such as direction and velocity, or
moving subject’s appearance, are captured by GCKs projections.
We summarize here the scientific questions that guided this empirical assessment and we addressed in the following sections:
1. Are 3D GCKs more informative than 2D GCKs?
2. Are 3D GCKs able to capture motion features within a scene?
3. Do we need the entire filter bank to characterize motion information?
4. Is filtering with GCKs robust to low-resolution and resampled images?

4.2 Is 3D better than 2D?
We start with an observation about the difference between 2D and 3D filtering. With respect to filtering with 2D kernels, the use of 3D kernels provides
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 15: Standard deviation maps computed at each pixel over (a) the entire set of
GCKs projection V (b) the spatial subset VS (c) the temporal subset VT (d)
the spatio-temporal subset VST

additional cues about temporal variations. The difference this extension can
make, can be appreciated in Fig. 16 where we computed the projection of four
distinct yet connected kernels: the first one is a edge-like 2D kernel, applied to
a single frame by means of a classical 2D convolution; the second is a 3D kernel that captures changes only on the time axis, the third one is the 2D kernel
propagated in time, so that the resulting 3D kernel is applied simultaneously
to n frames by means of a 3D convolution; the last projection is obtained by
applying a 3D kernel that incorporates changes on all three axis, indicated
by the number of sign fluctuations in the values of the kernel along the time
axis. As one can see from the resulting projections, while the 2D kernel can
only capture variations purely related to appearance (vertical edges in this example), 3D kernels also integrate the effect of the movement, providing a sort
of blurred 2D projection of the target features in the different time instants.
The temporal projection in particular (Fig. 16b) conveys more detailed information about the displacement that the target was subjected to in the window
of time considered (n frames). Also it is worth noticing that spatial kernel produce artifacts on the edges of the original image (Fig. 16c), happens also in the
spatial standard deviation map (Fig. 15b).
In the following experiment the aim was to find possible correlations between
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(a) 2D filtering (on a single frame)

(b) 3D temporal filtering

(c) 3D spatial filtering

(d) 3D spatio-temporal filtering

Figure 16: Filtering with 2D vs 3D kernels. The target is proceeding in direction northwest. Range of values goes from 0 (purple) to 1 (yellow).

type of kernels and motion features to see if, not only GCKs were able to
identify movement in an area of the image, but also to distinguish motion patterns. In Fig. 17, 18 and 19 we plotted the projection values of the three 3D
kernels of Fig. 16 at the pixel in the middle of the scene, position where we
know sooner or later the target is going to transit. For each plot we fixed two
out of the three sequence variables (direction, velocity, size) and observed how
projections behaved as the third attribute changed.
We report in the following our main observations:
• Spatial projections can capture changes mainly from an appearance
point of view, introducing dissimilarities that, however, seem not to follow a coherent scheme. For example, opposite or similar motion patterns in terms of direction do not present consistent or logical profiles
(Fig. 17c). However, such variability in the responses is not informative
enough for our purposes.
• As expected, using temporal kernels the attribute best captured is velocity, that reflects changes by a proportional increase in the maximum and
minimum peaks (Fig. 18a). The other two features analysed, size of the
target and direction, seem not able to influence projection values, hence,
thanks to the stableness of peaks’ position in time (regardless any sequence attribute), temporal kernels could be useful in the identification
of motion starting and ending times.
• As a result, spatio-temporal projections (Fig. 19) merge capabilities of
both spatial and temporal kernels, resulting in a better characterization
of different motion patterns. In particular, target’s size is illustrated in
different distributions from the point of view of the portion of non-flat
values in time (Fig. 19b), velocity is expressed by peaks’ height (Fig.
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(a) Direction north-west, size of magnitude 16.

(b) Velocity of magnitude 8, direction north-west.

(c) Velocity of magnitude 8, size of magnitude 16.

Figure 17: Filter values in time at position [128,128] using the spatial filter kernel in
Fig. 16c: comparison with respect to changes in velocity (a), target’s size
(b) and direction of motion (c). When fixed we are referring to direction
north-west (-), target’s size of magnitude 16 and velocity of magnitude 8.
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(a) Direction north-west, size of magnitude 16.

(b) Velocity of magnitude 8, direction north-west.

(c) Velocity of magnitude 8, size of magnitude 16.

Figure 18: Filter values in time at position [128,128] using temporal filter kernel in
Fig. 16b: comparison with respect to changes in velocity (a), target’s size (b)
and direction of motion (c)
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(a) Direction north-west, size of magnitude 16.

(b) Velocity of magnitude 8, direction north-west.

(c) Velocity of magnitude 8, size of magnitude 16.

Figure 19: Filter values in time at position [128,128] using spatio-temporal filter kernel in Fig. 16d: comparison with respect to changes in velocity (a), target’s
size (b) and direction of motion (c)
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19a) and we can see coherent patterns in relation to similar/opposite
directions (Fig. 19c).
It is for this reason that coupling GCKs’ efficient projection scheme with 3D
kernels seemed a reasonable trade-off in order to convey motion-based information directly from raw data, without further processing the (also more numerous) projections that, for example, could be gathered from the convolution
with 2D kernels only. This experiment, indeed, highlights how the simple 3D
GCKs can efficiently and effectively enhance the presence of spatio-temporal
variations in the signal and can thus be employed as a projection scheme for
motion-based analysis.

4.3 On GCKs descriptive power: a new global
representation
We now discuss more specific properties of the GCKs. In addition to considering local responses of single kernels, for this experiment we introduce two
alternative more compact representations for the entire bank of projections Ĉ:
we will consider the obtained responses from a global point of view by pooling
all the projection results at a pixel level, using maximum and average values.
More specifically, we compute these representation over a set of kernels W that
may be equal to V, VS , VT , or VST , i.e. pooling can be applied to the whole
bank of filters or by grouping kernels according to the type of information
they are predominantly able to capture.
Definition 4.3.1. Given a video clip C we define, respectively, max and average
pooling, over a set of projections:
MPW (C(i, j)) = max Φw (C(i, j))

(17)

1
MW

(18)

w ∈W

APW (C(i, j)) =

∑

Φw (C(i, j))

w ∈W

where Φw is the projection of the input clip with the kernel w ∈ W, while
MW represents the number of kernels in the considered set.
A visual intuition of the effect of pooling is given in Fig. 20: from the viewpoint of scene understanding we can convey that, visually, above all, the max
pooling computed on spatio-temporal filters, MPVST (Fig. 20a) and the average pooling computed over the temporal kernels, T-AVG = APVT (Fig. 20d)
are able to give us more general information about what happened in a limited
amount of time:
• From ST-MAX (Fig. 20a) we derive a visual impression of where the motion occurred in the time span covered by the filtering. Since filtering acts
on blocks of frames contiguous in time, rather than single images, the final projections provide a 2D impression of the movement evolution, with
peaks in the regions where a significant amount of motion is occurring in
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 20: Example of pooling for a moving target heading north-west: (a) Spatiotemporal Max Pooling (ST-MAX=MPVST ) (b) Spatio-temporal Avg Pooling
(ST-AVG=APVST ) (c) Temporal Max Pooling (T-MAX=MPVT ) (d) Temporal
Avg Pooling (T-AVG=APVT ).

(a)

(b)

Figure 21: Position of the target in the reference frame (red circle) with respect to (a)
ST-MAX and (b) T-AVG. Max pooling over spatio-temporal kernels gives an
idea on the target’s displacement in a fixed window of time, while average
pooling over temporal kernels is able to convey information about ‘present’
and ‘past’ positions.

the reference time instants. Maximizing the contributions we can gather
a representation that, in spirit, is similar to the Motion History [113].
• With T-AVG (Fig. 20d) instead we focus on information purely related to
motion and we gather cues about how the motion evolved in time. Averaging the values, contributions in regions covered by the motion in past
instants tend to smoothly decrease, while the values tend to increase in
locations where the motion is mainly evolving in the current time instant (in fact, we can see in Fig. 21b that the position of the target in
the reference frame, indicated by the red circle, overlaps with the yellow
area of the average pooling while past positions are covered by the blue
‘shadow’)
By looking at projection values (Fig. 22), from a numerical point of view we
can say that pooling are less able to characterize different motion patterns
than the actual raw projections, nevertheless, distributions can clearly distinguish between diagonal and perpendicular directions, creating a precise gen-
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eral representation for the two main motion patterns. Within ST-MAX in Fig.
22c, we identify a wider bell-shaped plot for perpendicular direction (lilac and
rose, corresponding to North and East, other plots for perpendicular directions
overlaps) and a narrower one corresponding to oblique directions (gray and
brown lines, respectively North-West and North-East). Difference are minimal
within the two couples of plots (for example perpendicular directions present a
slightly higher mean value for North and South with respect to West and East),
hence we can say that a general information about which side of the scene the
object is headed to is included. T-AVG, instead, only discerns between one
(perpendicular) or two (oblique) main directions. Characteristics of velocity or
target’s size can be represented by pooling’s peak values (local maxima for
ST-MAX and both local maxima and minima for T-AVG). Generally speaking,
the graph of ST-MAX is always shaped as a bell distribution whose amplitude
encloses the entire duration of the event in that point. Similarly, T-AVG tends
to present a maximum and a minimum at starting and ending time, and these
peaks are included in the amplitude of the ST-MAX bell. Interestingly, we can
notice in Fig. 22j, 22k and 22l (but also in visually, in Fig. 20b) how ST-AVG
is not able to capture any sequence characteristic whatsoever, highlighting no
interesting shapes for different attributes.
As a final investigation, we used dimensionality reduction to support the conclusions that we draw from the above analysis and test poolings’ representative
power. We used the pooling maps obtained at each time instant and unrolled
them to obtain the corresponding vectorial representations. Flattened representations are then collected in a set to which we apply Principal Component
Analysis, to derive a 2D representation that we can visualize. In Fig 23 we
report the obtained representations for ST-MAX, ST-AVG, T-MAX, and T-AVG
as we change direction of the movement (Fig. 23a), size of the target (Fig. 23b),
and its velocity (Fig. 23c).
In Fig. 23 we report the resulting plots. Similarly to the previous experiments, we fixed two out of the three attributes and plotted the sequences as
2D points. Representation power is evaluated by visually checking if poolings’
distributions discern when direction, velocity or target’s size change. Globally,
the representation that is not able to capture differences between sequences is
ST-AVG, this can be seen visually in all three plots in Fig. 23, since in every
case we analysed, orange dots and crosses always overlap in the same area.
For what concerns direction of motion (Fig. 23a), GCKs are able indeed to highlight the main differences. In particular in the case of T-MAX and T-AVG it
can be observed how the GCKs nicely highlight the presence of one (crosses)
or two (circles) main directions (see also Fig. 22i).
Since spatial distribution of the representations are directly proportional to
the target’s dimension, with the exception of ST-AVG, the remaining representations are able to distinguish between different sequences (Fig. 23b).
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Lastly, by varying the velocity one can notice in Fig. 23c that GCKs provide different patterns showing a temporal coherence that is learned autonomously,
highlighting significant differences among velocities.

4.4 On kernels redundancy
As observed in [21], often times a subset of GCKs is sufficient to approximately achieve the descriptive power of the entire bank of filters, thanks to their
energy compactization ability. Inspired by the same curiosity, we investigated
if some subsets of 3D kernels could be discarded or considered redundant/uninteresting for our scope, in favour of an even more efficient computation. In
order to achieve this we considered the middle point of the scene and analyzed which kernels generated the most significant responses when reaching
that point. To further explain, we wanted to analyse how kernels of different
subgroups behaved when a motion event is occurring. Are there kernels more
significant than others or do they all respond coherently? We built histograms
by simply counting how many times a spatial (VS ), temporal (VT ) or spatiotemporal (VST ) filter yielded the maximum response during the event. A closer
look to the results in Fig. 24 allows us to reason on the specific subgroups of
kernels. A few observations are in order:
• If there is motion inside a scene, values in the area where the moving
target is located will mostly be higher for projections with kernel that
incorporates both spatial and temporal information (highest bar in every
plot of Fig. 24). This holds regardless velocity, direction of motion and
dimension of the target.
• Kernels in VT are most likely to spike when the moving target is much
bigger than the kernel used and this might be due to the fact that we will
need multiple kernel computation to cover the entirety of the moving
target. In this specific case, it can be noticed in Fig. 24c, where the yellow
bars for temporal kernels are higher in comparison to Fig. 24a and 24b.
From these observations we thus gather insights on the fact that purely spatial
filters VS are not bringing any particular value to the identification and characterization of motion, therefore they might be discarded by our projection
scheme.

4.5 On image resampling
Motion detection algorithms that aim at producing segmentation masks are
known to perform poorly, or in a less stable way, on low-resolution (LR) images. Within the task of action recognition, also, patches including motion
could be of extremely small dimensions with respect to the entire frame,
toughening the recognition capability of a method. Solutions found by stateof-the-art works often opt for image restoration and enhancement (called im-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 22: ST-MAX (first row), T-AVG (second row), T-MAX (third row) and ST-AVG
(last row) of the same synthetic sequences as Fig. 19
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(a) Representing different directions: north-west (circles) vs. south (crosses)

(b) Representing targets of different dimension: magnitude 4 (circles) vs. magnitude 16 (crosses)

(c) Representing different velocities: magnitude 4 (circles) vs. magnitude 16 (crosses)

Figure 23: Test on pooling’s representation power using dimensionality reduction in
the case of (a) movement in different directions (b) different target dimension (c) different velocity.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 24: Histograms that visualise which types of filters yielded maximum value
when dealing with motion inside the scene. Results do not take into account
different directions, all sequences are included in the histograms.
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age super-resolution [114]) in case of image classification and object detection [115], technique employed also for action recognition using Convolutional
Neural Networks [116–118].
With efficiency being our main interest, we evaluated GCKs robustness to image resampling. A method robust to low-resolution images can be of great use
both in presence of low and high resolution input: in case of high resolution
since it can resort to image downsampling and cut down computational time;
in case of extremely LR video data, cause it is still able to capture poor quality
or very small motion inside a scene (this last problem has been highlighted,
among all, by [119], by introducing a benchmark dataset and a method for this
specific challenge).
Within this experiment we downsampled our synthetic sequences from a
resolution of 250x250 to 128x128 and computed GCKs projections and poolings on the resized video frames. From what can be appreciated in Fig. 27,
resampling acts as an enhancer in almost every case, either by reinforcing the
contrast between moments in time characterized by no particular motion and
the actual event (Fig. 25a and 25b) or by heightening peaks (Fig. 26a, 26b
and 27a). Results are strictly dependent to the ratio between what is observed
and the kernel’s dimension. In case of velocity or target’s size larger than the
kernel’s dimension, downsampling helps in capturing a more precise information about something that cannot be analysed fully in the original frame size.
Therefore we might consider downsampling videos:
• in a cascading manner, with the aim of improving motion information
gradually, in particular way when it evolves non-linearly, with changes
in velocity and appearance of the moving target (condition that is more
common in real video data but that was not considered in the creation
of the synthetic dataset);
• in case of fast motion, since by downsampling frames it can be better
captured by the projections;
• when the moving subject occupies the majority of the scene.

4.6 Discussion
Following this explorative analysis, we can convey that the introduction of
a third dimension in the structure of GCKs could be beneficial from several
viewpoint. They could give us the opportunity to directly focus our attention
on motion occurring in a scene without solely rely on object’s appearance. In
a particular way, ST-MAX and T-AVG could be used as motion-based features,
being able to acknowledge in a single filtering step where and how motion
occurred in a scene, describing different aspects of it in a consistent but distinct
way.
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(a) ST-MAX

(b) T-AVG

Figure 25: Comparison of poolings’ profiles computed on full-size (plain line) and
downsampled (dashed line) video frames of sequences moving at different
velocities (with magnitude 2 and 16), second row and third and last one
compares diagonal and perpendicular directions (north-east and south).
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(a) ST-MAX

(b) T-AVG

Figure 26: Comparison of poolings’ profiles computed on full-size (plain line) and
downsampled (dashed line) video frames of sequences with moving targets
of different sizes (respectively 4 and 8 pixels)
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(a) ST-MAX

(b) T-AVG

Figure 27: Comparison of poolings’ profiles computed on full-size (plain line) and
downsampled (dashed line) video frames of sequence with diagonal and
perpendicular motion (north-east and south).
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PART II

Proposed methods and experimental
analysis
This part of the thesis is dedicated to the presentation of our proposed
method for salient motion detection and representation based on 3D GrayCode Kernels. Our pipeline is able to address three different subtasks regarding motion understanding: Chapter 5 will be focused on the first
two, motion-based saliency estimation and Video Object Segmentation,
Chapter 6, instead, will present different takes on the task of action classification.

5
Motion-based Saliency Estimation and
Segmentation:
the proposed method
Within this chapter we will focus on two of the three subtasks that our method
aims at addressing: motion-based saliency estimation and segmentation. Our
primary goal is to simulate biological systems’ ability to focus visual attention
on relevant part of the scene. Hence, the aim of this part of work is to quickly
identify the area where salient motion is occurring. We rely on two modules
that leverage motion cues derived from GCKs’ projections (Section 5.1) in order
to detect and coarsely segment the area where motion is occurring. Possibly,
we incorporate appearance information with the specific aim of producing
more precise segmentations (Section 5.2). In Section 5.3 we report qualitative
and quantitative analysis of the performances of each step of the pipeline on
different datasets, starting from more simple and controlled VOS scenarios to
unconstrained ones.

5.1 Motion-based saliency segmentation pipeline
In this section we present the part of our pipeline dedicated to unsupervised
motion saliency segmentation based on the computation of efficient frame projections (see Fig. 28 for a visual sketch of the procedure). The overall subtask
is entrusted to two main modules: the first one, the Projection Module, aims at
coarsely identify the region of the video containing salient motion and it is in
charge of filtering and pooling the information; the Attention Module, instead,
focuses on parts of the scene characterized by selected features without any
background knowledge. In particular, it guides the segmentation refinement
by combining temporal and spatio-temporal cues coming from the previous
module, in order to estimate a saliency map and a segmentation of the moving object. Leveraging the empirical observations we made in Chapter 4, we
focused our analysis on temporal and spatio-temporal features, and designed
a motion-based framework based on pooling operations able to highlight os-
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Figure 28: Visual sketch of the modules addressing unsupervised motion saliency segmentation.

cillations in the filter responses (by reporting the maximum and the average
value over time).

5.1.1 Projection module
The first module is designated to the computation of video projections and the
creation of global pooling representations. In particular, given an input video,
we split the sequence in overlapping clips C of size W × H × n, where W and
H are, respectively, the width and height of the video frames, while n = 2k t
(see Chapter 3). We define a projection Φ that maps the original frame block
in a new space obtained by filtering it with the bank F of GCKs (where M
is the number of total filters in the bank. Thus Φ : RW × H ×n → RW × H × M is
mathematically defined as
Φ(C) = {C ~ Fh }hM=−01

(19)

where ~ denotes the convolution operator. We remind the reader that, in order
to apply the efficient convolution scheme described in Chapter 3 we need to
start from a classic full 3D convolution with the first filter of the family and
then continue with the remaining M-1 efficient convolutions.
Block denoted with ‘GCKs projection’ in Fig. 28 encloses what has been discussed in Chapter 3, Sec. 3.4 and it is summarized in Fig. 14:
• Each processed clip of n frames is filtered with the M kernels of the
family F
• Each one of the M projections provides a three-dimensional result of
size W × H × n that finds in its central slice (the one at position n2 )
the maximization of the information about the whole block. We select
the slice and normalize it between 0 and 1. In this way we are able to cut
down the algorithm memory requirement, as well as avoiding redundant
information.
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• We concatenate the M two-dimensional representations for each clip Cˆ =
Φ(C) ending with a result that describes how the entire bank of GCKs
behaved in a span of n frames.
At this point we define two compact representations able to summarize
the information included in each Φ(C). Following the analysis conducted in
Chapter 4 about poolings’ representation power, we compute max pooling
(ST-MAX, Eq. 20) and average pooling (T-AVG, Eq. 21) respectively over the
spatio-temporal and temporal subsets of the M projections and we use them
as input for the following module.
MPVST (C(i, j)) = max Φw (C(i, j))

(20)

1
MVT

(21)

w∈VST

APVT (C(i, j)) =

∑

Φw (C(i, j))

w ∈V T

In Fig. 29b and 29c we can appreciate visual examples of the two poolings
computed over a video sequence of the Weizmann dataset [120].

(a) Ref. frame

(b) ST-MAX

(c) T-AVG

(d) Ground truth

(e) GCKs-A

(f) GCKs-R

Figure 29: Example of pooling and segmentation maps obtained by our method: (a)
Reference frame (b) ST-MAX (c) T-AVG (d) Ground truth (e) Adaptive segmentation over ST-MAX (GCKs-A) (f) Refined final map using information
about ‘present’ and ‘past’ (GCKs-R).

5.1.2 Attention module
Identification and segmentation of the salient part of the video are then left
to the second module of the pipeline, the Attention Module, which combines
temporal and spatio-temporal knowledge coming from the computed poolings to perform several rounds of thresholds and segmentation refinements. A
first round of segmentation is performed on each ST-MAX map by means of
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Otsu’s adaptive thresholding [121]. The initial result is cleaned by discarding
connected components with an area smaller than a 5×5 patch and by applying a sequence of morphological operations of opening and closing, in order to
discard detections caused by noise. The map obtained after the first threshold
on max pooling only (that we will call GCKs-A from here on, see Fig. 29e)
provides a more comprehensive view on the movement that goes beyond the
instantaneous variation and still it includes a significant amount of false positives. Hence, the second step of our segmentation aims at attenuating this
effect.
As observed in the previous Chapter, average pooling over temporal projections is able to convey information about the evolution of the movement in
the scene in a limited amount of time frames. Roughly speaking, locations
corresponding to past and present phases on the motion can be identified by
detecting the local minima and maxima of T-AVG using a pair of threshold
values σ1 and σ2 . To clarify using the example in Fig. 29c: local minima can be
found within the area of blue ‘shadow’ and corresponds to past positions of
the subject; local maxima, instead, are included in the yellow area and identify
the present position of the target, the one related to the reference frame.
We exploit this knowledge to refine the initial segmentation as follows:
1. By identifying the positions of T-AVG local extrema, we discard blobs
from GCKs-A where minima or maxima are not present. This is due to
the fact that the values of the average pooling seem to be linked to the
‘saliency’ of motion, hence by discarding areas with mid-range T-AVG
values we possibly eliminate less relevant motion present in the scene
(like background motion).
2. ‘Present’ blobs are exploited to consolidate the masks obtained from STMAX
3. Positions belonging to the ‘past’ are discarded from the refined map
The refined segmentation map (GCKs-R, see Fig. 29f) can finally be composed
as
past
present
GCKs-R = GCKs-A − Bt−avg + Bt−avg
(22)
past

present

where Bt−avg and Bt−avg are the binary masks obtained by thresholding TAVG using σ1 and σ2 , that will help us gather separate segmentations of the
blue shadow area and of the yellow area.
A sketch of the entire segmentation procedure is reported in the pseudocode
in Algorithm 3.

5.2 Objectness-based segmentation refinement
For application or tasks where a very precise segmentation of the moving
object is required, often motion-based information is not enough. Consider the
example in Fig. 31, as only a part of the body (the arms) is moving, a purely
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Algorithm 3: GCKs Attention Module
Input: maxPool, avgPool
Output: GCKs-R
function SegmentationRefinement(maxPool, avgPool)
GCKs-A ← binarize maxPool using adaptive threshold
GCKs-A ← morphological operations (dilate + close)
find avgPool local peaks
GCKs-A ← discardConnComp(local peaks)
present
past
(Bt−avg , Bt−avg ) ← binarize avgPool using (σ1 ,σ2 )
present

past

GCKs-R ← GCKs-A - Bt−avg + Bt−avg
GCKs-R ← morphological operations (dilate + close)
end function

VIDEO
PROJECTION
MODULE

MASK R-CNN

ATTENTION
MODULE

OBJECTNESS
MASK

MOTION
CLASSIFIER

MOTION-BASED
MASK

OBJECTNESS-BASED
REFINEMENT

APPEARANCE INTEGRATION MODULE

Figure 30: Additional module designed to build a bridge between motion-based and
appearance-based segmentations by including objectness information.
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Figure 31: Example of partial moving target (from the action wave2 of the Weizmann
Dataset [120]).

motion-based image segmentation would likely fail to detect and segment the
entire body. For this reason a common strategy relies on combining motion
cues with appearance cues. Although we may derive spatial features from
the use of GCKs spatial subset (Vs presented in Chapter 3), such information
would be too noisy to be used as a robust help for improving the segmentation
quality.
In literature, motion-based methods heavily count on the quality of the
Optical Flow estimation as a starting point, but resort to secondary tasks to
overcome limitations linked to different or partial motion patterns within the
same object. Two state-of-the-art examples of successful combination of motion properties and appearance information for Video Object Segmentation
are represented by:
• FusionSeg ([72]) a two-stream fully convolutional neural network that
learns how to fuse RGB appearance information and Optical Flow motion information in a unified framework;
• UOVOS ([71]) an online video object segmentation method that combines motion information with object proposal and propagates the obtained segmentations at the preceeding frames to refine the results.
Both methods estimate the capability of each source of information, appearance and motion, in producing a segmentation mask: FusionSeg evaluates singularly the two streams considering them as separate models, appearance-base
and motion-based, while UOVOS evaluate each intermediate result, including
the first one based on Optical Flow only. Motivated by this, we chose to evaluate our model using motion information only, coming from GCKs projections,
and subsequently assess if and how appearance-based cues could improve
segmentation quality. Nevertheless, the two approaches chosen share the same
goal but follow two profoundly different learning protocols. With respect to
our solution, we consider only UOVOS directly comparable since it is an online and unsupervised approach just like ours (differently from FusionSeg that
is based on a Deep Learning protocol). In particular, FusionSeg is a complex
method, being based on a two-stream CNN using both RGB streams and Optical Flow. As such, it provides a target performance for methods where the
focus is more on the precision of the results than on saving computational time.
Our method follows an opposite philosophy, as we target situations where it
may be needed to spot a moving target quickly even if coarsely. We consider
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UOVOS as a compromise solution, where the task of interest is the precise
object segmentation (including parts that are not moving) and it is addressed
with a refined pipeline although not based on complex deep architectures.
Also, UOVOS provides an ideal test-bed to check if our representation may
play the role that the optical flow had in the original work.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, one of the most popular ways of introducing
appearance information in Video Object Segmentation is through models for
object proposal (sometimes called also ‘segment proposals’) [122]. Such methods usually extract candidate objects and rank them according to a confidence
measure that indicates how the segment is likely to be an actual object. In
order to better distinguish between moving objects and moving background,
UOVOS propose an initial segmentation refinement that exploits the masks
produced by the Mask R-CNN of [123], a framework for object instance segmentation that combines classic object detection, obtaining a bounding box
identifying the presence of each object - and a semantic segmentation - where
the goal is to assign to each found object a pixel-wise segmentation mask together with a label from a fixed set of categories.
Although the main goal of our work is to quickly detect the salient motion in a video, we provided an extension of our pipeline by introducing an
objectness-based segmentation refinement (see Fig. 30) able to fuse together
motion and appearance information. In this way we provide an optional path
able to obtain more precise instantaneous segmentations.
Using the binary masks obtained with our motion-based framework as starting point (Sec. 5.1), we replicated the first part of the pipeline in [71] by fusing
the objectness masks coming from Mask R-CNN with our saliency detections.
The final segmentations are achieved by computing the pixel-wise intersection
of the two binary masks (the same fusion method of UOVOS).

5.3 Experimental setup
In this section we provide an experimental evaluation of our method on publicly available datasets. As already observed, motion saliency detection can be
casted into different problem formulations, and, to the best of our knowledge,
no single experimental protocol or benchmark dataset have been proposed for
its specific and independent evaluation. For these reasons we critically discuss
the behaviour of our method approaching the evaluation from different perspectives. With generalizability being one of our applicabilty goal, we chose
four datasets able to span over various scene characteristics.
To overcome the differences between our solution and VOS approaches, we
also evaluate the impact that the objectness-based segmentation refinement
has on the final segmentation masks, to assess if the proposed method is able
to shorten the distances with respect to more complex methods.
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One of the core contributions of our analysis is a discussion about potentials
and limitations of our approach depending on the scenario under analysis.
In the remainder of the section we evaluate our method on the Weizmann
dataset in an ablation study, to assess the effectiveness of the segmentation
refinement included in the Attentive module. Then we move to the evaluation
of our method with respect to VOS datasets, by setting up an experiment that
reasons on methods performances throughout different scenarios. Lastly, we
visually estimate our method’s skills in identifying fine-grained motion in our
MoCA dataset (Appendix A and [5]).

5.3.1 Datasets
In the following we are going to present the four datasets used in our experimental protocol. Among all the available data, we looked for datasets of
different complexity and usually employed in separate Computer Vision tasks.
Weizmann Dataset [120] It is a classic action recognition dataset that includes
sequences recorded with a fixed camera and where in each sequence the background is static, with only one salient moving subject. Similarly to our synthetic settings, motion patterns are limited to one or two main directions: subjects of the Weizmann dataset either move on a single spot or transit towards
east or towards west. A little bit more complex are limbs movements which
can undergo different patterns within the same sequence. Illumination settings and camera position are more or less fixed in all the sequences. There is
a total of 90 available sequences divided in 9 subjects performing 10 different
full-body actions (i.e. jumping, running, waving). On a technical note, video
are recorded at 25 fps and have a size of 144×180 (examples can be appreciated
in Fig. 32).
We employed this dataset in an ablation study (Section 5.4) in order to evaluate the segmentation results at different steps of our method.
SegTrack v2 [46] Video Object Segmentation (VOS) benchmark that provides
high variability in what concerns acquisition settings and scene complexity.
The collection includes 14 low-resolution videos, the majority of which is
taken from nature documentaries, hence acquired in critical conditions and
often picturing animals. Most of the sequences show a single subject in the
scene, sometimes coupled with background motion or interacting objects. Pictured scene conditions span a lot of the classical VOS challenges such as fast
and slow motion, camouflaged objects, occlusions and different camera movements. Dimensions of the video frames are variable since the sequences come
from different sources.
SegTrack v2 is the main dataset used to evaluate the segmentation skills of
our method: first by considering the motion-based modules only and comparing it to classical change detection approaches (Section 5.5), then by evaluating
the contribution of objectness-based information (Section 5.6). Examples of the
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(a) Bend

(b) Jump on the spot (pjump)

(c) Gallop sideways (side)

Figure 32: Examples of sequences included in the Weizmann Dataset.

sequences included can be found in Fig. 33.
DAVIS-2016 [47] It is a widely used Video Object Segmentation benchmark
that includes 50 high-quality sequences. Differently from SegTrack v2, the
number of videos for each scenario is unbalanced, preferring sequences where
camera motion is particularly consistent (in particular, there are no videos
where the camera is fixed for the entire time) and there is more than one subject to be detected (in 37 videos out of 50 heterogeneous objects are present).
Video are available in full-HD 1080p and 480p resolution and visual examples
of three sequences are included in Fig. 34.
Multi-view Cooking Actions (MoCA) dataset [5] The MoCA dataset presents
itself as a challenging test bed from several point of view. Differently from
the datasets already mentioned, the actions included in the sequences focus
on upper-body motion but not always the entire visible portion of the body is
actually moving. The subset of videos considered (7 out of 20 actions) aims at
providing an overview of the different motion patterns included in the collection, i.e. circular and ‘back and forth’ actions that develop spatially on different
planes, movements formed by more than one gesture separated by pauses, manipulations, that hence involve the use of tools, but also fine-grained actions,
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(a) Bird of Paradise

(b) Bmx

(c) Hummingbird

Figure 33: Examples of sequences included in SegTrackv2.

(a) Bmx-trees

(b) Camel

(c) Dance-twirl

Figure 34: Examples of sequences included in DAVIS-2016.

in which only a hand or just the fingers of the subject are moving. Some practical examples about the MoCA actions are reported in Fig. 35. Unfortunately,
for this dataset ground truth masks for segmentation tasks are not available
since it was designed for different purposes (see Appendix A for more details).
Therefore, we are going to qualitatively evaluate the ability of our method of
identifying the portion of the scene where the action is taking place.
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(a) Beating eggs

(b) Pouring water into a mug

(c) Rolling the dough

Figure 35: Examples of sequences included in the MoCA dataset.

5.3.2 Evaluation metrics
The available ground truths are provided as a binary map for each frame of the
sequences, highlighting important moving structures. As common in VOS, we
evaluate the region similarity by computing pixel-level intersection between
resulting segmentation masks, S, and ground truth, GT: mean Intersection
over Union, Eq. 23, known also as Jaccard index J .
mIoU =

S ∩ GT
S ∪ GT

(23)

It is worth reminding that segmenting salient motion is only one of our subgoals but pixel-level precision is not of fundamental importance. The aim is to
quickly identify a coarse region where the motion is occurring and pass the
information to the next step of the complete pipeline. For this reason we also
included a Jaccard index that focuses on the Intersection over Union between
Bounding Boxes in order to evaluate our methods’s ability of correctly localizing motion. Equation is the same as Eq. 23 but instead of segmentation masks
S and GT we will have the respective smallest rectangles containing them, Sbb
and GTbb . An example on how these two measures impact the evaluation of a
segmentation result can be appreciated in Fig. 36c.
Additionally, we reported Precision, Recall and F-score in the evaluation of
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the segmentation refinements included in the Attention Module. In particular, Precision indicates a measure of quality by counting the fraction of true
positives (pixels belonging the ground truth mask, TP) among the retrieved
instances (pixels that our framework labeled as segmentation mask, true positives TP + false positives FP).
Precision (PR) =

TP
TP + FP

(24)

The Recall is instead a measure of quantity (or sensitivity), indicating how
many of the retrieved instances are relevant.
Recall (RE) =

TP
TP + FN

(25)

Precision and Recall by themselves cannot give valuable hints on the segmentation quality. For instance, it is possible to have perfect recall by simply retrieving every single item. Likewise, it is possible to have near-perfect precision
by selecting only a very small number of extremely likely items. Therefore
F-score, that takes into account both Precision and Recall, was included in favor of a clearer point of view. Within F-score computation we chose β = 1
(corresponding to the harmonic mean) in order to equally weigh the two contributions, ending in the following formula:
F-Score = 2 ∗

Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(26)

5.4 Assessment on the Weizmann Dataset:
an ablation study
To evaluate our method we first considered the controlled scenarios of the
Weizmann dataset: sequences with fixed camera, static background and a
single salient subject allowed us to set up an ablation study to show the influence of the refinement step on the quality of the obtained segmentation. In Tab.
3, we reported mIoU, Precision, Recall and F-score of the two steps included
in the attention module: first, the estimated masks based on Otsu’s adaptive
threshold on spatio-temporal max pooling, then, at the end of the refinement
step that incorporates information from the temporal average pooling. Despite being a rather elementary dataset in terms of range of movements and
scenarios, the Weizmann dataset covers one of the main issue of motion-based
saliency detection by including actions in which only a part of the body is
moving.
From the numerical results in Tab. 3 we can assess that refinement based on
temporal information (GCKs-R) is particularly useful when the movement is
wider and affecting more globally the object (as for running, skipping and
walking), while it is less stable when we analyse movements more ‘compact’
in space, like jumping in the same spot (pjump).
More in details, a higher Precision and a lower Recall with respect to the first
round of segmentation (GCKs-A) indicate that a percentage of false positives,
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Adaptive segmentation (GCKs-A)
mIoU

PR

Refinement step (GCKs-R)

RE

F-Score

BBox

mIoU

PR

RE

F-Score

BBox

bend

0.20

0.26

0.48

0.34

0.28

0.24

0.56

0.34

0.43

0.38

jack

0.40

0.46

0.78

0.57

0.69

0.32

0.60

0.43

0.50

0.63

jump

0.40

0.41

0.94

0.57

0.57

0.59

0.71

0.78

0.74

0.70

pjump

0.49

0.55

0.83

0.66

0.66

0.27

0.61

0.40

0.48

0.40

run

0.40

0.41

0.83

0.66

0.57

0.63

0.76

0.79

0.78

0.77

side

0.46

0.47

0.95

0.62

0.63

0.57

0.74

0.71

0.73

0.76

skip

0.43

0.44

0.96

0.63

0.60

0.61

0.76

0.75

0.76

0.73

walk

0.46

0.48

0.94

0.69

0.63

0.54

0.73

0.67

0.70

0.78

wave1

0.14

0.39

0.20

0.26

0.24

0.09

0.49

0.11

0.18

0.15

wave2

0.16

0.34

0.24

0.28

0.30

0.11

0.47

0.13

0.21

0.22

Mean

0.35

0.42

0.72

0.51

0.53

0.40

0.64

0.51

0.55

0.55

Table 3: Evaluation of the two segmentation step on the Weizmann Dataset [120]. The
two steps are included in the Attention Module and : adaptive segmentation
refers to the application of Otsu’s adaptive thresholding to the max pooling
maps, while the refinement step refers to the exploitation of present and past
positions of the moving subject in order to clean the final segmentation mask.
Included measures: mIoU (Eq. 23), Precision (Eq. 24), Recall (Eq. 25), F-score
(Eq. 26), BBox (Eq. 23 using the smallest rectangles containing S and GT).

but also true positives, has been cut out. Mean IoU and F-score improve for
almost all the actions at the refinement step, with the exception of those where
only a part of the body is moving, in which our method provides less accurate
(from the point of view of the metric) results, as it only detects the moving
part (which, to be precise, is our initial aim) instead of the whole body (see
examples in Fig. 36).
In actions bend, wave1 and wave2 the lower body is not moving at all, similarly
we can consider jack a partial movement since the central part of the body
remain still while the limbs are moving and also there’s a moment in the
action in which only the arms are going up (reported in Fig. 36).
For completeness, we also included in the analysis the computation of the
mean IoU between bounding boxes, obtaining, as expected, improved results.

5.5 Comparison with classical change detection
methods
Our aim is now to highlight the potential of our method in dealing with more
complex situations. As a first evaluation we propose a comparison with alternative strategies for motion estimation and detection of comparable complexity.
All of them include a feature extraction step, a thresholding and a refinement,
without resorting to the use of additional knowledge. At this point we do not
include comparison with methods using deep architectures, as [124], in our
analysis, thus their complexity and the accuracy they can reach are at a differ-
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(a) Reference frame

(b) Ground truth

(c) Our results

Figure 36: Example of actions where only a part of the body (the one in motion) is
detected. From top: ‘bend’, ‘wave’, ‘jumping jack’ where only the moving
arms are detected, and the same action where the whole body is identified.

ent level with respect to the one of our method. On the other side, indeed, their
computational demand is far higher than ours. The methods we hence selected
for our comparison here represent alternatives of comparable complexity.
In particular, we find that, due to the structure of the pooling maps we
generate, there is a correlation in how Optical Flow tends to depict apparent motion, making it particularly suitable to be compared with. Among the
plethora of alternatives offered by the literature, we considered the following
solutions, followed by the thresholding strategy we use in our approach for a
fair comparison:
• Gunnar-Farneback algorithm [59] (GF), a dense optical flow technique
that computes intensity changes of all pixels. The results have been computed using the Python implementation available in openCV;
• SIFT flow algorithm (SIFT), a sparse Optical Flow technique that exploits SIFT features [65] instead of RGB pixel intensities to track changes
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between consecutive frames. For this calculation we relied on the MATLAB implementation included in [71];
• Background Subtraction (BS), a foreground segmentation method based
on Gaussian Mixture Models [125] that is in charge of creating a binary
mask of the foreground object by computing the difference between a
frame and the background model. We employed the Python function
available in openCV that implements [54] and [55].

Evaluation on SegTrack v2
Sequences belonging to the SegTrackv2 dataset provide very challenging object segmentation scenarios, in conditions of fast motion or motion blur, moving cameras and cluttered background. As one can see from Tab. 4, from the
overall accuracy viewpoint, our method provides results that are comparable,
even slightly above, to the SIFT flow method (the best performing out of the
three alternative solutions), for both segmentation and bounding box mIoU,
obtaining an overall improvement of +0.03 considering pixel-level segmentations and of +0.025 considering bounding boxes. Results obtained with the
SIFT flow method are also included in Fig. 37, 38 and 39 as visual comparison.
To enable a discussion about the influence of the complexity of the scenario on
our results, and in particular the acquisition setting, we group the results according to the amount of camera motion present in the sequence, i.e. recorded
with fixed, handheld or dynamic camera.
If we look at the performances across the different scenarios, in comparison
to the other approaches, our method is less influenced by camera movements,
achieving more stable results regardless motion granularity (with a standard
deviation of 0.031) and outperforming the other approaches when the camera
is tracking the moving object (+0.196 with respect to Gunnar-Farneback, +0.187
with respect to SIFT flow and +0.132 compared to Background Subtraction).
The peculiarity of this last setting can be found in the relative position of
the subject within the scene: since the camera is moving at the same velocity
of the target, compensating the target’s displacement, its location is more or
less the same in consecutive frames. Direct consequence of this is a biased detection of background motion with respect to target’s motion and this effect
can be particularly appreciated in the last column of Fig. 39, where the detected motion (white part of the map) is often all around the actual target (black
part of the map). This type of camera motion, in fact, still represent the most
challenging scenario for all the algorithms considered, as we can see in Table
4 by the severe drop in the performances in the last category for GF, BS and
SIFT in a more consistent way.
Similar considerations can be made on the localization ability of our method
via Bounding Box: from a global viewpoint we outperform the three solutions
considered and we achieve an higher mean IoU on two out of the three camera
settings included.
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Segmentation IoU

Dynamic

Handheld

Fixed

birdfall

Bounding Box IoU

GF

SIFT

BS

GCKs-R

GF

SIFT

BS

GCKs-R

0.469

0.403

0.459

0.231

0.319

0.503

0.288

0.307

worm

0.036

0.195

0.165

0.147

0.073

0.166

0.064

0.104

hummingbird

0.419

0.437

0.643

0.361

0.759

0.756

0.870

0.656

frog

0.361

0.506

0.53

0.248

0.469

0.578

0.549

0.482

Mean IoU

0.321

0.385

0.449

0.247

0.405

0.500

0.442

0.387

bird of paradise

0.293

0.406

0.193

0.283

0.494

0.560

0.551

0.633

bmx

0.327

0.286

0.271

0.385

0.33

0.514

0.219

0.721

penguin

0.119

0.278

0.069

0.202

0.557

0.568

0.588

0.567

parachute

0.023

0.33

0.059

0.278

0.038

0.374

0.046

0.313

Mean IoU

0.190

0.325

0.148

0.287

0.354

0.504

0.351

0.559

cheetah

0.029

0.069

0.151

0.350

0.097

0.17

0.098

0.428

drift

0.011

0.005

0.136

0.416

0.16

0.16

0.183

0.345

monkey

0.035

0.01

0.07

0.065

0.087

0.086

0.087

0.087

monkeydog

0.048

0.069

0.068

0.116

0.165

0.188

0.142

0.204

soldier

0.023

0.022

0.083

0.222

0.111

0.116

0.103

0.196

girl

0.045

0.066

0.064

0.193

0.158

0.231

0.162

0.204

Mean IoU

0.031

0.040

0.095

0.227

0.129

0.158

0.129

0.244

SegTrack v2

0.159

0.220

0.211

0.250

0.272

0.355

0.282

0.375

± 0.172

±0.179

±0.194

±0.104

±0.221

±0.212

±0.254

±0.210

Table 4: Evaluation of our motion-based pipeline on SegTrackv2 with respect to basic motion detection approaches, ‘GCKs-R’ refers to the result of complete
pipeline described in Section 5.1. The three camera settings considered refer
to Fixed Camera (FC), Handheld Camera (HC) and Dynamic Camera (DC).

In Fig. 37, 38 and 39 we report, respectively, a sample for each video of the
fixed, handheld and dynamic scenario, together with ground truth, the best
performing method out of the three chosen (i.e. SIFT flow) and our segmentation maps, in order to provide a qualitative evaluation of our results. Motionbased saliency segmentations discussed in this Section are represented by the
third column. A comprehensive discussion on how our method is able to cope
in each scenario is left for Section 5.8. As apparent, the segmentations we obtained are very much in line with the ground truth.

Evaluation on DAVIS-2016
Among the many attributes assigned by authors in [47] at each DAVIS-2016
sequence, we are particularly interested in videos belonging to: camera shake
(CS) (that can be considered similar to our handheld camera), dynamic background (DB), motion blur and fast motion (MBFM, that originally were kept
apart but we decided to merge in this experiment), background clutter (BC)
and occlusions (OC). There is no distinct attribute that indicates the absence
of camera motion, however by visually inspecting the dataset we manually
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(a) Frame

(b) Ground Truth

(c) GCKs-R (Ours)

(d) SIFT flow

Figure 37: Results on SegTrack v2 dataset for Fixed Camera sequences: (a) Reference
frame (b) Ground truth (c) Our results (GCKs-R) (d) SIFT flow. The results
refer to the sequences (from top) birdfall, worm, hummingbird and frog.

(a) Frame

(b) Ground Truth

(c) GCKs-R (Ours)

(d) SIFT flow

Figure 38: Results on SegTrack v2 dataset for Handheld Camera sequences: (a) Reference frame (b) Ground truth (c) Our results (GCKs-R) (d) SIFT flow. The
results refer to the sequences (from top) bird of paradise, bmx, penguin and
parachute.
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(a) Frame

(b) Ground Truth

(c) GCKs-R (Ours)

(d) SIFT flow

Figure 39: Results on SegTrack v2 dataset for Dynamic Camera sequences: (a) Reference frame (b) Ground truth (c) Our results (GCKs-R) (d) SIFT flow. The
results refer to the sequences (from top) cheetah, drift, monkey, monkeydog, soldier, girl.
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(a) Frame

(b) Ground Truth

(c) GCKs-A

(d) GCKs-R

(e) SIFT flow

Figure 40: Motion-based segmentation results on some of the sequences of DAVIS
dataset included in Table 5: (a) Reference frame (b) Ground truth (c) SIFT
flow (d) Our results after Otsu’s Adaptive Thresholding (e) Our results
using the complete pipeline described in Section 5.1 The results refer to the
sequences (from top) bus, drift-chicane, rollerblade, kite-surf, soccerball,
goat, motorbike, car-turn, motocross-jump, mallard-fly, dance-twirl, camel,
kite-walk, motocross-bumps.
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Segmentation IoU

Bounding Box IoU

GF

SIFT

BS

GCKs-A

GCKs-R

GF

SIFT

BS

GCKs-A

GCKs-R

FC

0.200

0.111

0.276

0.353

0.278

0.311

0.215

0.423

0.370

0.366

CS

0.171

0.120

0.175

0.131

0.118

0.218

0.187

0.322

0.258

0.218

DB

0.141

0.139

0.186

0.237

0.202

0.237

0.232

0.293

0.330

0.315

MBFM

0.181

0.109

0.195

0.212

0.175

0.249

0.192

0.326

0.272

0.275

BC

0.068

0.082

0.085

0.175

0.150

0.171

0.181

0.203

0.222

0.223

OC

0.140

0.110

0.112

0.164

0.134

0.235

0.193

0.263

0.248

0.247

Table 5: Evaluation of our motion-based pipeline on some subsets of the DAVIS dataset with respect to basic motion detection approaches, ‘GCKs-A’ refers to the
result of the first segmentation based on Otsu’s Adaptive thresholding, while
‘GCKs-R’ refers to the complete pipeline described in Section 5.1. Since DAVIS
sequences have been associated with multiple attributes, the chosen subsets
might have videos in common.

assigned to the group fixed camera (FC) only 7 videos out of 50 (of which 3
of them can be considered only partially ‘fixed’, since they present an abrupt
change in camera motion at some point in the sequence). This last observation
is what makes the DAVIS dataset substantially more complex than SegTrack
v2, which ensures a more balanced distribution of videos in the different camera scenarios. For this reason we decided to focus on specific subsets in order
to investigate the ability of our model to navigate through significantly more
complex scenarios. Our experimental assessment involved DAVIS sequences in
the evaluation of our motion-based pipeline with respect to the same change
detection algorithms mentioned above. Results are reported in Table 5 and
some qualitative examples can be found in Fig. 40.
A first major observation is that, within these scenarios, our refinement step
based on present and past blobs (GCKs-R) is not particularly beneficial. Our
hypothesis is that there are two possible culprits in this situation: the first is
a considerable difference between kernel dimension and motion amplitude
(both at appearance and temporal level), kernel’s sizes too small might not
be able to detect salient motion in its entirety. Following preliminary analysis
included in Chapter 4 indicate that some results, in fact, might be improved
by subsampling the video frames. The other reason can be found in a camera
motion way more significant that the actual motion that we want to identify:
i.e. sequences involving animals often see the camera moving around the subject while it moving only its paws (it is the case of camel in Fig. 40). For this
two-fold reason, refinement based on T-AVG pooling (GCKs-R) could result
too limiting.
Nevertheless, from a pixel-level segmentation viewpoint our method outperforms all three alternative approaches considered, also in the fixed camera
sequences, contrarily to what happens for SegTrackv2 in Tab. 4 where change
detection methods considerably surpass our performances. The only exception
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in this case is represented by camera shake (CS), probably due to an increased
complexity by means of occlusions, and cluttered background.
Considering instead the bounding box, we see a generally weaker motion
localization ability of our method, suggesting the presence of a certain amount
of false-positives outside the actual area occupied by the moving object.

5.6 Comparison with VOS methods
In this section we report considerations about the introduction of appearance based information in our pipeline. As specified before, we adapted the
first part of the unsupervised VOS method proposed in [71] where objectness
maps derived by Mask R-CNN and motion maps derived from Optical Flow
are fused to obtain an improved segmentation. We replaced the use of the
more classical, but also expensive, Optical Flow with our motion-based saliency maps coming from the GCKs projections. In this sense, we are indeed
evaluating the capability of our projections of being a viable, more efficient,
alternative to Optical Flow as a low-level motion feature.

(a) Frame

(b) Ground Truth

(c) GCKs-Obj

(d) UOVOS [71]

Figure 41: Results on SegTrack v2 dataset for Fixed Camera sequences: (a) Reference
frame (b) Ground truth (c) Results obtained by fusing our motion-based
segmentation GCKs-R with objectness Mask R-CNN segmentations. (d) A
comparison with UOVOS method [71]. The results refer to the sequences
(from top) birdfall, worm, hummingbird and frog.
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Segmentation IoU

Fixed

Handheld

Dynamic

Bounding Box IoU

FusionSeg

UOVOS

Our method

UOVOS

Our method

birdfall

0.380

0.139

0.305

0.159

0.386

worm

0.506

0.379

0.454

0.380

0.466

hummingbird

0.652

0.645

0.400

0.380

0.589

frog

0.570

0.637

0.275

0.617

0.376

Mean IoU

0.527

0.450

0.359

0.384

0.454

bird of paradise

0.699

0.797

0.335

0.760

0.560

bmx

0.591

0.624

0.509

0.745

0.736

penguin

0.713

0.509

0.241

0.693

0.622

parachute

0.516

0.884

0.861

0.916

0.888

Mean IoU

0.630

0.704

0.487

0.779

0.702

cheetah

0.596

0.565

0.648

0.655

0.686

drift

0.876

0.843

0.816

0.814

0.790

monkey

0.805

0.874

0.744

0.881

0.841

monkeydog

0.328

0.514

0.491

0.547

0.529

soldier

0.698

0.832

0.760

0.853

0.848

girl

0.667

0.766

0.878

0.860

0.834

Mean IoU

0.662

0.732

0.723

0.768

0.755

SegTrack v2

0.614

0.643

0.551

0.661

0.654

Table 6: Comparison with alternative approaches that also combine motion information with appearance information. Ulterior refinement has been computed
using objectness masks coming from Mask R-CNN starting from our results
in Tab. 4. Best results are highlighted in bold, second best are underlined.

Final segmentations are achieved by computing the pixel-level intersection
of the two binary masks. Outcome of this part of the experimental evaluation
for the SegTrack dataset, are included, quantitatively, in Table 6 and visually in
Fig. 41, 42 and 43. A qualitative evaluation of objectness-based segmentation
refinement is also included in Fig. 45 and 46. Quantitative evaluation on the
DAVIS dataset has been left out due to lack of specific per-sequence results of
UOVOS [71] (we remind that we selected only specific subsets of sequences
instead of the entire dataset) and the fact that method presented in [72] is
deep learning based and highly structured, hence not objectively comparable
to ours.
As one can see from Table 6, this fusing technique yields results (in most of
the cases) comparable to the ones obtained by the two approaches considered
for comparison (mentioned in Section 5.2: FusionSeg [72] and UOVOS [71]), in
particular for videos belonging to the ‘Dynamic Camera’ group. Interestingly,
with this separation in camera settings we can notice how the methods seem
to perform at best in different groups of videos (FusionSeg on fixed camera
sequences, UOVOS on handheld camera sequences, our method and UOVOS
on dynamic camera sequences). By looking at the accuracy per action of both
Tables 4 and 6 we can see that the objectness-based refinement for SegTrack v2
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(a) Frame

(b) Ground Truth

(c) GCKs-Obj

(d) UOVOS [71]

Figure 42: Results on SegTrack v2 dataset for Handheld Camera sequences: (a) Reference frame (b) Ground truth (c) Results obtained by fusing our motionbased segmentation GCKs-R with objectness Mask R-CNN segmentations.
(d) A comparison with UOVOS method [71]. The results refer to the sequences (from top) bird of paradise, bmx, penguin and parachute.

dataset consistently improve the accuracy of the majority of the actions, with
the exception of frog, hummingbird (that it actually see a decrease in the accuracy), bird of paradise and penguins. The reason is twofold: first, the objectness
Segm IoU

BBox IoU

Fused

Prop

Fused

Prop

frog

0.275

0.557

0.376

0.640

hummingbird

0.400

0.582

0.589

0.795

bird of paradise

0.335

0.739

0.560

0.795

penguin

0.241

0.455

0.622

0.591

Mean IoU

0.312

0.583

0.536

0.705

Table 7: Evaluation of an alternative fusion strategy - binary propagation - for the
actions of SegTrack v2 that seem to not benefit from the objectness-based
refinement in Table 6.

masks retrieved for those sequences are not particularly accurate, we suppose
Mask R-CNN failed at yielding an appropriate segmentation due to slow motion and motion blur in the first two sequences, and the fact that, originally,
the sequence penguins was treated as a multiple object segmentation, one for
each penguin in the first row (five in total, while the penguin in the sequence
are way more).
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(a) Frame

(b) Ground Truth

(c) GCKs-Obj

(d) UOVOS [71]

Figure 43: Results on SegTrack v2 dataset for Dynamic Camera sequences: (a) Reference frame (b) Ground truth (c) Results obtained by fusing our motionbased segmentation GCKs-R with objectness Mask R-CNN segmentations.
(d) A comparison with UOVOS method [71]. The results refer to the sequences (from top) cheetah, drift, monkey, monkeydog, soldier, girl.
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(a) Frame

(b) GT

(c) Fused

(d) Propagated

Figure 44: Comparison between fused masks obtained on SegTrack v2 with (c) the
method included in the pipeline (intersection between out motion-based
mask and objectness masks) and with (d) an alternative fusion method (binary propagation of the two masks). Quantitative evaluation with respect to
the ground truth is included in Table 7

The other reason for an unimproved segmentation accuracy might be due
to the choice of replicating UOVOS’ fusion techinique and thus obtain the
fused mask by intersecting the motion-based and the objectness-based segmentations: we also tested an alternative approach using binary propagation,
a Scipy function that performs successive morphological dilations of a binary input but limited within the contours of a given mask. In our experiment
we considered the objectness mask as input and our GCKs-R as guidance for
propagation. The alternative fusion method resulted unsuccessful for most of
the actions with the exception of the four mentioned earlier (see Fig. 44 for a
visual example and Tab. 7 for accuracy comparison). A weighted fusion of the
two might in fact improve the final result.
Differently from our approach, both works considered rely, for motion information, on the computation of Optical Flow. As we saw earlier, this kind of approach convey very detailed motion field masks at the expense of an heavier
computation. This allows the compared methods to start from a more precise
source of information with respect to ours. Often times lower results for our
method are due to the fact that either our motion-based segmentation or the
objectness masks are not consistent throughout the entire sequence (this happens in particular in the case of bird of paradise and penguin - Fig. 42 - for
Segtrackv2 and goat - Fig. 45 - and mallard - Fig. 46 - for DAVIS).
Overall the fusion of our motion-based segmentation with objectness masks
significantly improve our results over the SegTrack v2 dataset from a mean
segmentation IoU of 0.250 (Tab. 4) to 0.551 (Tab. 6) and a motion localization
capability in line with UOVOS, with bounding box mean IoU of 0.654 (with
respect to UOVOS’s 0.661).
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Considering the scope of our work and the ambition to design a solution pursuing computational efficiency, our method is able to reach a trade-off between
quality of the segmentation and computational efficiency. An analysis of the
latter is provided in the next section.

5.7 Qualitative evaluation on fine-grained human
motion
We briefly comment our method’s capability in detecting fine-grained human
motion and manipulation gestures. To this purpose we employed a subset of
our MoCA dataset with the aim of evaluating GCKs behaviour in a completely
different scenario with respect to the ones already considered, where main
characteristics are minimal movements, partial body motion and the presence
of utensils.
As we mentioned earlier, ground truth segmentation masks of this dataset
are not available since it was acquired mainly for classification and motion
understanding purposes. Due to this unavailability, results reported in Fig. 47
and 48 slightly differ from examples on VOS datasets. In particular, we decided to show how pooling representations behave for each chosen action and
how the objectness-based segmentation refinement is obtained (by showing
the two binary masks intersected, objectness - yellow - and our motion-based
final segmentations - red- ).
Utensils are usually included in the motion-based segmentation if they move
together with the moving part of the body (dish in Fig.47b, ladle in Fig. 48a,
cloth in Fig. 48c), and are usually discarded with the avg pooling refinement
(with the exception of squeezing a lemon Fig. 47d, where the second step of
segmentation refinement ends up adding the cutting board, otherwise not
present). Since our segmentation pipeline is exclusively guided by motion
information, the only body part detected, as expected, is the moving arm,
whereas this cannot be said about the Mask R-CNN objectness result (yellow
mask included in the last figure for each action) that always segment the whole
upper body, sometimes including also the manipulated object.

5.8 Strengths and limitations over different scenarios
In this discussion we report some observations on quantitative and qualitative results obtained by our motion-based saliency segmentation method over
SegTrack v2 and DAVIS-2016 datasets. Our aim is to reason on different video
attributes and highlight the potential of our method to generalize to more com-
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Figure 45: Segmentation results obtained by fusing motion and appearance information on some of the sequences of DAVIS dataset included in Table 5: (a)
Reference frame (b) Ground truth (c) Our motion-based result (d) Intersection of our motion-based maps and objectness masks of Mask R-CNN.
The results refer to the sequences (from top) bus, drift-chicane, rollerblade,
kite-surf, soccerball, goat, motorbike.
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(a) Frame

(b) Ground Truth

(c) GCKs-Obj

Figure 46: Segmentation results obtained by fusing motion and appearance information on some of the sequences of DAVIS dataset included in Table 5: (a)
Reference frame (b) Ground truth (c) Our motion-based result (d) Intersection of our motion-based maps and objectness masks of Mask R-CNN. The
results refer to the sequences (from top) car-turn, motocross-jump, mallardfly, dance-twirl, camel, kite-walk, motocross-bumps.
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(a) Shredding a carrot

(b) Washing a dish

(c) Eating

(d) Squeezing a lemon

Figure 47: Example of the effects of our segmentation pipeline on the MoCA dataset. For
each sequence we can observe in the top row, from left to right: Reference frame
- ST-MAX pooling - T-AVG pooling. Second row, from left to right: Adaptive segmentation (GCKs-A) - Refined segmentation (GCKs-R) - Refined segmentation (red)
overlapped with objectness mask coming from Mask R-CNN (yellow), intersection
(orange) is the result of extending our motion-based segmentation with appearance
information.
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(a) Mixing ingredients

(b) Opening a bottle

(c) Cleaning the table

Figure 48: Example of the effects of our segmentation pipeline on the MoCA dataset. For
each sequence we can observe in the top row, from left to right: Reference frame
- ST-MAX pooling - T-AVG pooling. Second row, from left to right: Adaptive segmentation (GCKs-A) - Refined segmentation (GCKs-R) - Refined segmentation (red)
overlapped with objectness mask coming from Mask R-CNN (yellow), intersection
(orange) is the result of extending our motion-based segmentation with appearance
information.
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plex situations in segmentation-oriented tasks. A large portion of sequences in
the two VOS datasets provide very challenging object segmentation scenarios,
in conditions of fast motion or motion blur, moving cameras and background
clutter. The subset of sequences included in Fig. 37, 38, 39 and 40 provide some
prototypical examples. We use these results as an occasion to provide a more
general discussion about the abilities and the limitations of our approach.
camouflaged objects can be found in both the first example of Fig. 37
and in sequence goat in Fig. 40 (belonging to the group Background Clutter).
What differentiate the two sequences is the presence of camera motion. In particular for the SegTrack v2 sequence, that has fixed camera, we are able to reliably detect the moving object already from pure motion information despite
the presence of a cluttered background that makes the detection task complex
also by human side. In the DAVIS example, the leading motion is represented
by the camera, which almost rotates around the animal while it moves. In case
the amount of motion of the sensor is significantly higher than the one of the
target, the apparent motion that can be derived from the image sequence is too
influenced by the ego-motion component. As expected, in both cases the objectness masks coming from the Mask R-CNN are not consistent in time, due
to the difficult visual distinction between foreground and background (Fig. 41
and Fig. 45).
complex deformations are present in almost all videos depicting animals within SegTrack v2 dataset, as well as the bmx example that can be seen in
Fig. 38. Despite the slight camera shake, GCKs projections are able to maintain
a valid representation throughout the entire deformations with good results.
camera tracking is by far the most challenging scenario for our motionbased saliency method. By camera tracking we refer to situations in which the
camera follows closely the object moving at the same velocity, hence compensating the target’s displacement at each time instant. It is clear from SegTrack’s
sequence monkey in Fig.39 that our method fails in this case. This does not
hold, though, in circumstances in which the object is performing a different
trajectory (i.e. drift-chicane in Fig. 40) with respect to the point of view of the
camera, or when they maintain a different velocity (i.e. jump in Fig.40, the man
on the motocross is moving faster than the camera).
fast motion is associated with results that strongly depend on the properties of the background in relation to camera motion: with a fixed camera our
method succeeds in identifying a fast moving object with great results (carturn and drift-chicane in Fig.40); moving camera and a uniform background
with slight changes is a tolerated scenario that could surely benefit from, for
instance, incorporating information about previous frames (bus sequence in
Fig.40); a cluttered background is partially included in girl (Fig.39), rollerblade,
mallard and dance-twirl (Fig. 40, where it can be noticed that our motion-based
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method fails at distinguishing the part of the salient moving object in front of
the cluttered background.

5.9 Computational comparison
Efficiency of the GCK projection scheme has already been discussed in Chapter
3, Section 3.5, requiring two orders of magnitude less operations with respect
to classic 3D convolution.
If we consider the full pipeline we must add to this estimate the cost of
computing the two pooling maps that we employ in our final solution (it can
be considered constant for each pixel) and the cost of combining the binary
maps derived from the pooling maps to obtain the final segmentation map (a
sequence of and/or operations, again the cost can be considered as a constant
if we reason at the pixel level).
Concerning the comparison with alternative approaches, it does not make
sense to consider complex deep architectures, as the level of complexity of
the approaches (and so the results) is at a different scale. With respect to
the baseline methods included in Tab. 4, the comparison in terms of computational time is not completely fair as the implementation we adopted were
sometimes in different languages, although having similar characteristics1 . To
give an idea, on our machines our implementation runs approximately with
same computational time of [55, 59] and is ∼75 faster than the SIFT-Flow implementation included in [71].
On a more theoretical side we may reason on the fact that very simple background subtraction approaches may have a computational load which is comparable to ours (in the simplest case the operation can be performed as a
simple difference between images) to the price of a poor robustness to variable
scene conditions. Improving the robustness means also burden the computation and specific solutions are required to speed up the computation (see e.g.
[126] for the Gaussian Mixture Models). On the other side, optical flow algorithms have been studied for decades, with a significant number of existing
solutions that differ for computational speed, quality of the estimation, robustness to complex situations. It is worth noting that even in case of “simple"
solutions to the optical flow estimation the computational cost is significant.
To make an example, we cite the very popular Lucas-Kanade algorithm that
has a complexity in the order of O(n3 ) where n is the number of pixels in an
image [127]. When the method relies on global optimization step the computational cost is designed to increase, and parallelization methods are often of
help [128]. With these considerations in mind, we observe that the method we
employ is an alternative – sometimes less accurate, but always more efficient
and robust to different scenes challenges – to such classical approaches, with
no particular need of speedup strategies.
1 Both Python and Matlab are interpreted languages, and as such their computational capabilities
can be roughly considered as comparable.
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Motion saliency segmentations based on GCKs projections
Pipeline components
GCK projections

Runtime (s)
0.061

Pooling

0.01

Motion-based saliency masks (Attention Module)

0.015

(Optional) Objectness masks computation (Mask R-CNN)
(Optional) Motion-based and objectness-based masks fusion

1.6
0.007

Table 8: List of the execution time of each step of our saliency segmentation pipeline

To give a general idea of the overall pipeline, the execution time per-frame
of each step considered in this Chapter is included in Table
It is also clear from Table 8 that the introduction of such architectures (in
our case the use of pre-trained Mask R-CNN to obtain objectness masks) considerably slow down the whole process. Thus it should be considered only if
computationally feasible and if a particularly high segmentation accuracy is
required. It needs to be mentioned that our pipeline is, at the moment, implemented in Python, therefore execution times could be further improved
moving to a more efficient programming language.

5.10

Conclusions

In this Chapter we presented our solution for motion saliency detection that resorts to the use of GCKs’ efficient projection scheme. The main pipeline is composed by two modules that first compute the efficient projections and transforms them into two compact representations based on poolings, then exploits
the motion information included in the pooling to perform two rounds of segmentation refinement. Experimental results show that our method provides
a good compromise between effectiveness (reaching motion localization capabilities comparable to the ones in UOVOS [71]) and efficiency. In our work,
saliency detection is an intermediate step in a more complex pipeline whose
final goal is to address motion classification, and as such we need a method
that quickly provides us information on where to focus the attention for the
next steps of analysis.
Although our aim is to quickly identify relevant motion inside a scene, we
also presented an additional module based on object proposals coming from
[123] that helps in refining segmentation masks for a Video Object Segmentation scenario.
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6
GCKs representations for Action
Classification: a preliminary study
In this last part of the thesis we introduce an explorative batch of experiments
aimed at solving the third and final goal of our project: the employment of
GCKs’ projections as motion descriptors in an action classification scenario.
In this experimental setup we reason at two different levels of complexity on
the methodologies: we start from an encoding based on the Bag-of-VisualWords approach, coupled with traditional supervised Machine Learning algorithm (Section 6.2). Then we propose poolings presented in Chapter 4 as
pre-computed input of a classical Deep Learning architecture for action classification, the Inception3D [80] (Section 6.3).

6.1 Introduction
The overall procedure of action representation and classification starts from
a couple of fundamental steps: feature extraction and encoding. The goal of
action representation is to find discriminative features robust to variations that
might have an impact on the appearance of the action, such as illumination,
occlusions and change in viewpoint.
Video-based Human Action Recognition (HAR) can rely on several feature
extraction methods, depending on the aspect of the action that wants to be
emphasized the most. Motion and trajectory based feature extraction, for example, directly include temporal variation from a descriptive point of view,
bringing particular advantages in view and speed invariance but at the expense of a high computational cost. One of the most common way of extracting
motion information is by computing flow fields [56], which indicate the pattern of apparent motion between two consecutive frames. Optical flow fields
are also used to obtain trajectories by sampling dense points [76]. Extraction
is way more convenient in the case of low-level features describing shapes
[129] or interest points [130] within the scene, but at the same time they might
not perform well on complex scenarios, in the classification of activities where
multiple people are involved. An effective way of coupling spatial information
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(a) Traditional Machine Learning pipeline

(b) Deep Learning based pipeline

Figure 49: Difference in how ML and DL approaches deal with features (a) in the first
case, features are handcrafted and manually extracted, later encoded and
used to represent data (b) in the Deep Learning case, features that best suit
the task are learned within the process.

and temporal correlation is the use of depth sensors, providing an extended
capability of localizing humans and extracting their skeletons in order to accurately represent human actions [131], often used in graph-based classification
techniques [132].
On a general note, action classification techniques can be divided into two
main categories: traditional Machine Learning (ML) based methods and Deep
Learning (DL) based methods. The distinction is not only referred to the algorithmic solution, but, more importantly, to the role played by features (see
Fig. 49). In fact, while in traditional ML methods features are hand-crafted, DL
methods have the ability of automatically identify and extract useful features
for that specific task (in this case, classification).
In the following we focus on the method of Bag-of-Visual-Words (Section 6.2),
a representation model often used in pair with traditional Machine Learning algorithms for classification and retrieval purposes, based on hand-crafted
descriptors. Inspired by this approach, in Section 6.2.1 we propose a Bag-ofGCKs representation model for action classification.
Lastly, in Section 6.3 we investigate the use of pre-computed GCKs representation as input for a Deep Learning action recognition architecture.

6.2 Handcrafted representations: Bag-of-VisualWords
Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) is a representation model that has been adapted
for image classification in [133] from the field of information retrieval, where
a written document, for example, can be represented by the frequencies of the
most common words present in the text. Similarly, images are represented by
the weighted list of the ‘visual words’ composing it. From this seminal work,
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approaches based on BoVW proliferated [134–137] showing sometimes very
accurate results.
Visual words derive from the descriptors associated to interest points of an
image (i.e. corner features, regions with particular intensity values, high contrast, and so on). Among the plethora of available descriptors used in literature, Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [129] are often used for humanrelated tasks like detection, tracking and action recognition [138] thanks to
their invariance to illumination and viewpoint changes. HOG features have
been coupled with Histograms of Optical Flow (HOF) in [139] in order to obtain spatio-temporal features, with HOG gathering information from the appearance viewpoint and HOF from the temporal one. Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) [65, 140] has been originally proposed for object recognition.
In [141] SIFT associated with affine covariant regions produced descriptors
able to be invariant to affine transformation of the image.
Core principle behind the Bag-of-Visual-Words approach is to vector quantize the descriptors through a clustering algorithm and use a representation of
each cluster (i.e. the centroid) as vocabulary atom (also known as dictionary or
codebook). The final feature vectors that will be considered as input for a classification algorithm will be a (normalized) histogram of atoms (or visual words)
occurrences.
Although BoVW models’ goal is to generate a global representation, while
well preserving local structures, a major drawback of these approaches is their
inability of maintaining global spatial coherence between features, resulting in
visual words considered independently. Some attempts at introducing spatiotemporal constraints have been proposed by introducing Spatial-Temporal Interest Points (STIP) [130] and Volumetric Features [142] as descriptors.
In our experiments we tried to overcome this problem by using GCKs representations that already embed spatio-temporal features. In particular, we tested
various GCKs configurations in order to understand if, employed in a representation model based on histograms, they could be considered as a valid
alternative to existing descriptors. If so the aim would be to combine features
and intermediate results obtained in the previous moments of our pipeline,
in order to build a representation employable as input to a traditional motion
classifier.

6.2.1

Bag-of-GCKs

In this section we describe how we designed and built a motion description
based on Bag-of-GCKs. We exploit the GCKs projections for a double purpose:
first to identify the area of interest (our motion-based saliency detection) and
then to numerically represent the pixels inside the area. The decision of focusing only on the salient part of the scene has been made in order to pursue
efficiency: by selecting pixels belonging to a segmentation mask, we are able
to cut down the number of descriptors that we want to be encoded, and as a
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Figure 50: Classification flow of our pipeline using Bag-of-GCKs in a traditional Machine Learning approach.

consequence, the number of distances computed between pixel’s descriptors
and visual words. For this reason we also avoided the encoding of the entire
frame, even if subsampled.
Different steps can be identified in the pipeline:
1. Feature extraction: we compute GCKs projections (following the procedure in Fig. 14) using 3D kernels of size n × n × n with n = 4 and obtaining, for each clip C a corresponding block of projections Cˆ of depth 64 (a
layer for each 3D kernel in the family).
2. Saliency detection: we proceed in executing our entire motion-based saliency pipeline presented in the previous Chapter and extract the adaptive
(GCKs-A) and refined (GCKs-R) segmentation. Descriptors will be composed by the projection values of the pixels within the chosen mask.
3. Vocabulary creation: the set of descriptors that will be given in input to a
clustering algorithm is composed by a representative subset of the training set. K-means algorithm is in charge of separating the data into a
number of clusters decided a priori (1024 in our examples). We obtain a
dictionary of size 1024 where each atom is a vector of the same length of
the number of projections chosen.
4. Image representation: we compose the final feature vector by assigning
each descriptor to the nearest vocabulary atom by computing the Euclidean distance between them. The resulting vector will be a sparse
histogram of occurrences of visual words of dimension K, normalized
between 0 and 1.
In Fig. 50 we show how the creation of the representation is integrated in the
overall pipeline. We consider this aspect one of the major strength of our work:
the ability of pursuing different related tasks with the information coming
from a single step of feature extraction, the application of GCKs’ projection
scheme.

6.2.2

Experimental Ananlysis

We resort to the use of the Weizmann dataset. The classification protocol specified with the dataset is based on a leave-one-out model where the test set
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RoI

GCKs

Dict size

Kernel

Accuracy

GCKs-A

ALL

1024

Gaussian

0.830

GCKs-A

STT

1024

Gaussian

0.785

GCKs-R

ALL

1024

Gaussian

0.734

GCKs-R

STT

1024

Gaussian

0.708

Table 9: BoVW Weizmann, ALL refers to the use of the complete set of GCKs projections V, STT refers to the use of the subsets of V that contain temporal
information, hence VT and VS T.

is composed, at each computation, by the subset of actions of a single actor.
To perform action recognition we used a multi-class SVM classifier for which
best parameters and kernel have been selected through k-fold cross validation
using k=5.
In Tab. 9 are reported the results for action classification over the Weizmann
dataset using two different descriptors: ‘ALL’ refers to the use of the complete
set of GCKs projections (V in Chapter 4, all 64 projections in our experiment)
to represent pixels, while ‘STT’ refers to the subset of projections produced by
kernels that track temporal variations (temporal VT and spatio-temporal VS T
filter kernels, a total of 48 projections). Moreover, we rely on the detection
ability of our Attention Module and consider the two segmentation results as
portion of the video that we want to encode with BoVW, meaning that the interest points considered can either be part of the adaptive (GCKs-A) or refined
(GCKs-R) motion-based segmentation masks.
As expected, from an action classification viewpoint appearance information
plays a significant role, for this reason the descriptors including ALL projections are able to convey much clearer information about the actions with
respect to STT, in every case. We can assert that this is probably due to the
fact that the BoVW approach is simple and hence it particularly benefits from
a richer set of information.
In this particular case it seems that the BoVW model benefits from a slightly
bigger segmentation mask (i.e. the one resulting from adaptive threshold,
GCKs-A) with respect to the more refined version. This should be related to
the number of actual pixels included in the encodings producing a more or
less sparse representation. On the contrary, given the ratio between RoI and
frame size for the Weizmann dataset, we suppose that the employment of the
entire frame in a Bag-of-GCKs model would generate many dictionary entries
representing the background rather than appropriately describing the action.
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6.3 Learned representations: DL approaches
The employment of GCKs projections within Deep Learning architectures sees
its origin in the interest of evaluating GCKs’ representation power and their
possible employment as an attentive mechanism. In particular, since poolings
already incorporate spatio-temporal information, the main research question
would be if GCKs-based descriptors could be employed similarly to Optical
Flow in analogous circumstances, and how GCKs can be used in an action
classification scenario.
As stated in [80], the major difference between architectures for video action
recognition resides in which kernels convolutional operators use, image-based
or video-based. First ones use 2D kernels, hence input is treated individually and some solutions need to be implemented in order to propagate the
information across frames. Video-based convolutional operators, instead, use
spatio-temporal filters and therefore they create spatio-temporal representations of the input data. Of course the introduction of the third dimension in
kernels represents a drawback in what concerns the number of parameters to
be tuned, and as a consequence, the complexity of the overall training phase.
We chose for this experiment the I3D model [80]. When introduced, authors
demonstrated how 2D convolutional networks could be exploited even in the
computation of video data, by inflating a 2D architecture with three-dimensional
filters and pooling kernels, providing an additional temporal dimension. Parameters coming from the pre-training on ImageNet are also transferred to the
new inflated model by simply repeating the weights of 2D kernels N times,
along the temporal dimension. 3D ConvNets usually learn motion information from RGB frames directly, the model proposed by [80] also encloses a
dedicated stream trained on Optical Flow data in order to obtain optimized
and smoother flow information. In our comparisons we will employ only the
stream pre-trained on ImageNet and we will compare the classification capability of RGB, Optical Flow and GCKs as input.

6.3.1

Plugging GCKs into I3D

Following the general idea that we presented in [8], where we reasoned about
the effect of different data sources in an action classification scenario, in this
explorative analysis we are interested in the influence of different network input: we compared the performances of the Inception3D network with respect
to three different source types in order to compare their representation power,
our pooling representations presented in Chapter 4, together with RGB frames
and pre-computed Optical Flow maps. Aside from the input, we maintained
the same network parameters throughout all the computations for a more objective comparison, starting from number of frames (total and per batch), size
of the input in terms of rows × columns, percentages of training and validation samples considered.
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(a)

(b) Figure from [80].

Figure 51: (a) A sketch of the three main network configurations considered in this
experiment. 3D ConvNet, in particular, refers to (b), describing in details
the I3D architecture.

This introductory analysis is just the first step of a greater project that will see
a in-depth evaluation of GCKs as an efficiently computed alternative to Optical Flow in architectures that already require flow maps as input.
We used ST-MAX and T-AVG poolings as clip descriptors for each reference
frame, ending with representations composed by two channels, just like Optical Flow, that incorporate spatio-temporal descriptors. An overview of the
considered configurations can be found in Fig. 51.

6.3.2

Experimental Analysis

We evaluated action classification performances on the two datasets presented
in the previous Chapter originally meant for classification problems: the Weizmann dataset [120] and the MoCA dataset [5]. The flow maps employed have
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been computed using the MATLAB implementation for SIFT flow available in
UOVOS [71] (used also in Chapter 5 in the baseline comparison reported in
Sec. 5.5).

Evaluation on the Weizmann Dataset
The classification protocol for the Weizmann dataset is the same described in
the previous Section, using actions of each subject as a separate test set. The
validation set, instead, is composed each time by the sequences of random
subject among the remaining others. The model takes in input samples composed by 16 frames (with frames here we mean either the original RGB version
or their Optical Flow or GCKs representation).
In Table 10 we reported the accuracy for each tested subject in the form of best
validation accuracy and test accuracy. We set a limit of 30 epochs and introduced an early stopping optimization technique that has the aim of avoiding
overfitting while not compromising the accuracy of the model. Early stopping
in our case takes into account the validation set: the model stops when validation accuracy does not increase for at least three consecutive epochs. Best
validation accuracy, hence, is referred to the third from last epoch. The test
accuracy reported in the table is the one corresponding to the epoch in which
we obtained best validation accuracy.
Overall, accuracy obtained using flow maps are consistently inferior to RGBbased or GCKs-based results. With the model being pre-trained on ImageNet
and inflated with Kinetics, we have a particular bias on appearance cues, information that, differently from RGB and GCKs, are not included in the Optical
Flow representation. Hence we can assume that it is particularly hard for the
Inception3D to learn appropriate features starting from OF in order to characterize Weizmann’s actions.
RGB and GCKs-based input reach performances, instead, of comparable accuracy. It is worth reminding the reader that the original aim of this experiment
was the comparison of different data sources within the same network configurations, hence the displayed results might be inferior to the state-of-the-art
performances.
With the exception of 3 out of 9 tests (ira, lena and shahar), GCKs representations achieve a higher result, with an overall gain of almost the 3% on the
test set. This is likely to happen thanks to the implicit presence of spatial and
temporal cues encoded in the poolings used as representation.
From the point of view of execution time, in Table 11 we added a comparison on the number of epochs necessary for the model to reach a convergence.
Additionally, we need to consider that, on average, the Inception3D requires
2 minutes per epoch of training time when RGB video frames are involved,
while only 1 minute per epoch is required for Optical Flow and GCKs input.
We can assess that, in this particular case, the employment of GCKs repres-
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RGB frames

Optical Flow

GCKs

Best Valid

Test Acc

Best Valid

Test Acc

Best Valid

Test Acc

daria

0.760

0.750

0.700

0.609

0.890

0.833

denis

0.800

0.817

0.500

0.480

0.933

0.822

eli

0.917

0.860

0.690

0.460

0.895

0.860

ido

0.860

0.675

0.804

0.612

0.886

0.800

ira

0.917

0.920

0.727

0.753

0.897

0.793

lena

0.850

0.883

0.581

0.608

0.781

0.870

lyova

0.780

0.625

0.437

0.488

0.894

0.743

moshe

0.775

0.720

0.541

0.411

0.751

0.878

shahar

0.883

0.860

0.760

0.780

0.819

0.767

0.838

0.790

0.640

0.580

0.860

0.818

Table 10: Classification accuracy on Weizmann Dataset using i3D: comparison on input data, on the left results using RGB video frames, on the right results using a concatenation of ST-MAX and T-AVG representations for each
frame. Classification protocol: we followed a leave-one-out procedure, using
a single subject of the dataset as test set for each computation, of the remaining subjects 7 have been used as training and 1 (picked randomly) for
validation. Mean execution time: using RGB 2min/epoch, using poolings
1min/epoch.

Convergence time
Training Time

(# epochs)

RGB frames

2min/epoch

10.56

Optical Flow

1min/epoch

12.72

GCKs

1min/epoch

9.89

Table 11: A comparison between training time and convergence time (number of
epochs needed by the network to converge) using three different data
sources with the Inception3D convolutional neural network. Results refer
to tests on the Weizmann dataset.
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Input

RGB

OF

GCKs

Training time

Conv. time

Best Valid

Test Acc

Config.

11

0.958

0.987

[1]

7

0.956

0.989

[2]

10

0.917

0.998

[3]

3

0.916

0.966

[4]

8

0.841

0.806

[1]

8

0.800

0.689

[2]

13

0.883

0.894

[3]

11

0.867

0.860

[4]

8

0.819

0.758

[1]

13

0.909

0.892

[2]

14

0.872

0.910

[3]

14

0.900

0.894

[4]

4min/epoch

3min/epoch

2min/epoch

Table 12: Action classification accuracy on the MoCA dataset using the Inception3D.
Convergence time refers to the mean number of epochs necessary for the
model to find convergence. Numbers reported in Config. refers to the configurations listed in the text.

entation as model’s input favors both efficiency and accuracy of the overall
classification performance: the added pre-computation of GCKs projections
and poolings proved itself to be still more convenient with respect to the direct
use of RGB video frames and moreover it gives the opportunity of embedding
the representation with temporal cues.

Evaluation on the MoCA Dataset
The MoCA dataset is composed by two distinct sets of sequences for training
and test. The validation set in this case has been composed selecting either the
10% or the 20% of the total training samples at random.
The MoCA dataset is composed by high-resolution sequences of variable duration (usually between 30 seconds and 2 minutes). For this reason, videos of the
MoCA dataset have been subjected to a pre-processing step to subsample the
images (that originally have a resolution of 1292 × 964 pixels) and to discard
initial clips where there is no actual movement in the scene. To ensure balance
in the number of training samples, and thus to avoid some sort of bias towards actions represented by a higher number of samples, we also considered
a fixed amount of frames for each action. Samples of the test set are instead
considered in their totality. Due to a higher data availability with respect to the
Weizmann dataset, experiments involving MoCA covered a broader spectrum
of model configurations with changes in the percentage of samples assigned
to the validation set and a different number of input samples. In particular, we
included:
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1. Validation set = 20% of the training samples, network input composed by
clips of width = 16 frames and stride = 10
2. Validation set = 20% of the training samples, network input composed by
clips of width = 24 frames and stride = 10
3. Validation set = 10% of the training samples, network input composed by
clips of width = 16 frames and stride = 10
4. Validation set = 10% of the training samples, network input composed by
clips of width = 24 frames and stride = 10
Results included in Table 12 report the outcome of all network configurations
considered.
Even if both depicts human actions, we already mentioned in Chapter 5 how
the main differences between the Weizmann and the MoCA dataset. One of the
major characteristics, highlighted also by the result of this experiment, is the
variability, between classes of the same dataset, in terms of motion similarity.
High or low intra-class variability is going to influence the amount of information needed to detect differences (or similarities) between movements: as an
example of high variability we can consider the Weizmann actions ‘waving’
and ‘walking’, as they involve different parts of the body, motion follows different paths and, possibly, at different velocities. Low variability can be found,
instead, in couples of actions like ‘cutting’ and ‘peeling’, where the movement is defined by small and limited motion and involves specific body parts
rather than the whole body. As one can imagine, in the latter situation a higher
amount of information is needed to be able to tell apart the two actions.
Within the MoCA, appearance plays a crucial role, especially in the distinction between utensils and tools involved in the cooking actions. As such, input
based on RGB video frames is able to achieve a classification accuracy close to
100%. The other two representations, relying mainly on motion cues, do not
carry strong enough information to reach comparable results.
For the same reasons the comparison between Optical Flow and GCKs representations leans in favor of the one encoding also spatial information, considering both the accuracy and the temporal efficiency.

6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we laid the foundation on the use of Gray-Code Kernels for
motion representation in a classification scenario. We were particularly interested in understanding if the amount of motion information included in GCKs
projections could be able to distinguish different motion patterns, or more generally, human actions.
We employed GCKs projections at two different levels of complexity: as motion descriptors in a BoVW-like representation model and as pre-computed
input in a 3D convolutional network.
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Despite the simplicity of our projections, both methodologies highlighted a
good representation capability, reaching classification accuracy above the 80%
in the majority of the experiments and on both the considered datasets.
From a computational complexity viewpoint, within the tested solutions the
step of filtering with GCKs seems to not represent a burden in a classification
problem. Tests on the Inception3D reported that when employing GCKs either:
1. An inferior number of epochs is needed by the network to reach convergence
2. Training and validation times are much inferior with respect to RGB or
Optical Flow input, requiring, indeed, a shorter time to reach convergence.
With the Weizmann Dataset both the conditions mentioned above hold. Tests
of the MoCA reported only an inferior training time, nevertheless on average
the number of epochs needed is not dramatically higher.
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7
General Discussion and Conclusion
In this thesis we proposed a pipeline for salient motion detection and representation based on the computation of efficient projections. Our ultimate goal
was to design a model for motion understanding providing a good compromise between effectiveness and efficiency towards a reusable and sustainable
solution able to address problems of increasing complexity, rather than focusing on a specific task. Indeed, we based the entirety of our analysis on the
information extracted from the Gray-Code Kernels projections and we devised
a unified pipeline able to tackle three different subtasks:
1. Salient motion detection, the ability of focusing the attention on important
motion present in the scene (discarding, for example, background and
secondary motion)
2. Video Object Segmentation, the identification of (moving) foreground objects
3. Action representation and classification, the use of hand-crafted or learned
descriptors able to distinguish different human actions
Core principle of this thesis is represented by the 3D Gray-Code Kernels and
their efficient projection scheme. Their efficiency is discussed in [21], where
it is shown that, under appropriate conditions, successive convolutions of an
image with a set of such filters only require two operations per pixel for each
filtering, regardless of filter or image size.
The filtering process gives us the opportunity of obtaining an informative representation that, similarly to Optical Flow, can sustain different levels of analysis, but without the computational burden that comes with per-pixel motion
estimation methods. Empirical analysis on synthetic data shows that representations based on 3D GCKs projections could gather information about where
and how motion occurred in a scene, together with, possibly, information about
starting moments, direction and velocity, all with a single filtering step.
In more details:
• We designed and formalized a family of 3D Gray-Code Kernels together
possible extension of the efficient filtering scheme to three dimensions.
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We demonstrated in Chapter 3 that the proposed video filtering strategy
is able to achieve the same result of a sequence of full 3D convolution in
a number of operations lower by two orders of magnitude
• We proposed two compact representations able to summarize the filtering responses of the entire family of GCKs and at the same time (a) able
to gather insights about motion from different levels of abstraction (b)
reliable in case of low-resolution or subsampled images
• We employed the above mentioned representations as descriptors in a
pipeline addressing saliency detection and segmentation guided by motion cues and tested the performances on a couple of benchmark datasets
for Video Object Segmentation. Comparison with Background Subtraction and Optical Flow methods show how our approach is more robust
to different viewing and scene conditions, with our method being less
influenced by camera movements and achieving best motion localization
performances
• We provided an additional module of segmentation refinement with the
ultimate goal of addressing precise video object segmentation. In this
extension of our pipeline we integrate motion cues coming from GCKs
projections with appearance information, in the comparison
At the moment, a number of issues are still open and we expect the pipeline
to be extended towards different directions. In particular, there are three main
aspects that we plan on further investigating in the near future:
• In order to evaluate our saliency detection pipeline from a biological
standpoint, it will be interesting to compare our saliency maps with datasets of human eye fixation like [143];
• Following the empirical assessment we saw that poolings’ profiles in
time could be able to highlight starting and ending moments of an event.
An interesting development would be to exploit these information within
an automatic action instance segmentation task;
• From the same assessment we are also planning experiments that see the
introduction of GCKs pooling maps as means for an automatic key frame
extraction based on the intensity of the pooling values
• As anticipated in Chapter 6, work on the use of GCKs as pre-computed
input in deep architectures is still in its initial stage. In particular, we are
interested in the employment of GCKs pooling maps 1) within networks
that include streams pre-trained on Optical Flow 2) as attention mechanism
in Convolutional Neural Networks;
• With the aim of improving the salient motion detection performances in
challenging scenario, we plan on investigating the relationships between
diffent type of motions and how these can be represented by GCKs. The
final goal would be to handcraft features able to discern between ego
and observed motion.
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In parallel, we intend to further improve the computational requirement of our
pipeline, aiming at a real-time salient motion detection that could be of use in
numerous applicative scenarios.
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PART III

Appendix

A
MoCA dataset
Within this Appendix we report a line of work that has started during the
Master Thesis and continued in the period of time antecedent the Thesis Proposal. This part of research saw the use of the MoCA Dataset as a tool to better
understand how to process motion information from video data. In the following, we investigated mainly the roles that different attributes play in motion
understanding and analysis, in particular when dealing with human actions.
Research reported in this Chapter has been carried out during my PhD in
collaboration with:
• Nicoletta Noceti, Francesca Odone and Gaurvi Goyal (MaLGa-DIBRIS,
Università di Genova, Italy);
• Alessia Vignolo, Alessandra Sciutti, Francesco Rea and Giulio Sandini
(CONTACT Unit - Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Italy);
The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows: we will introduce the
MoCA Dataset [5] by briefly defining goals and motivations that lead us to acquire such dataset (Sections A.2) and with a description of all the acquisition
and post-processing step (Section A.3). Section A.4 is left to a brief overview of
the data and the code that we produced for a clear navigation of the dataset.
In section A.5 we show an example in which we exploited the MoCA dataset for human motion understanding from the data source point of view, by
comparing RGB video and Motion Capture abilities in an action recognition
scenario.

a.1 Introduction
MoCA is a bi-modal dataset in which we collect Motion Capture data and
video sequences acquired from multiple views, including an ego-like viewpoint, of upper body actions in a cooking scenario. It has been collected with
the specific purpose of investigating view-invariant action properties in both
biological and artificial systems. Besides that, it represents an ideal test bed
for research in a number of fields – including cognitive science and artificial
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vision – and application domains – as motor control and robotics. Compared
to other benchmarks available, MoCA provides a unique compromise for research communities leveraging very different approaches to data gathering:
from one extreme of action recognition in the wild – the standard practice
nowadays in the fields of Computer Vision and Machine Learning – to motion
analysis in very controlled scenarios – as for motor control in biomedical applications.

a.2 Definitions and background
The literature on human motion understanding from visual data has grown
considerably over the years, influenced by different fields of application, tasks,
types of data and feature representation. For these reasons, the problem has
been shaped and referred to in a variety of ways, as action classification or
recognition [89], gesture recognition [144], activity classification [145]. There is
no commonly accepted definition of such tasks. For instance, the terms gesture
and motion primitive are often used interchangeably, as well as the concept of
action and activity. At the same time their use may reflect slightly different
nuances of the problem. If we consider a cooking scenario, we can imagine an
activity being the whole process of preparing a recipe or part of it, an action
being an intermediate step like “mix all the ingredients together” or “peel and
slice the apples” and a gesture being “reaching for the apple”.
More formally, according to [146] actions can be naturally decomposed in
phases: each action phase corresponds to a primitive gesture, characterized
by changes in sub-goals and related to mechanical events [147]. An activity
can be hierarchically defined as a sequence of actions.
An additional aspect that needs to be considered is the definition of action instance: with instance (or segment) we refer to an entire action, associated with
a corresponding subgoal, that may be composed by one or more gestures, depending on the action itself. Roughly speaking, it may be defined as a motion
“portion” after which the subgoal has been met.The action of “beating eggs”,
for example, may be intended as a repetition of circular gestures, whereas an
action like “rolling the dough” may be considered like the union of two atomic
gestures (a movement forward and a movement backward).
With this ideal formulation in mind, we identified as an appropriate context, a
cooking scenario, a compromise between control of the setup and variability of
possible actions type. We then selected a variety of upper-body actions, with
the specific aim of providing a good variability in terms of spatio-temporal
properties and complexity. Indeed, the range of actions presents significant diversity in terms of motion granularity – as they may involve the movement of
fingers, hands or the entire arms – and dynamics – including both slow and
faster movements. Also, they may involve the use of one or two arm(s) of the
volunteer, and possibly the use of tools might require application of a variety
of forces.
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On the uniqueness of the dataset Datasets recently proposed for benchmarking action and activity recognition methods are mostly acquired in unconstrained environments or collected from the web [82–84, 86, 148, 149]. In particular, multi-view [150–153] and arbitrary view [151] datasets are often acquired
with the goal of designing action recognition methods robust to view-point
changes. Another specific type of research question is the one involving egovision, here the interest is growing but the availability of ad hoc datasets is
still limited [154]. To the best of our knowledge, to date, there is no multi-view
dataset of motion activities which is also incorporating an egocentric view
point.
In the context of motor control, particularly in the biomedical field, the use of
markers represents a gold standard, and this reflects of the main characteristics of the datasets proposed to the purpose [155, 156], very precise in terms of
measurements, but with a limited naturalness. Usually these datasets consider
very specific action classes, especially gait.
MoCA represents a unique compromise for a visual dataset between the
very different approaches to data gathering of research communities : from
one extreme of action recognition in the wild – the common practice nowadays
in the fields of Computer Vision and Machine Learning – to motion analysis
in very controlled scenarios – as in biomedical applications. Indeed, MoCA
provides multi-modal sequences offering different levels precision and richness (very precise but sparse when derived from the motion capture system,
dense but noisier when derived from videos), a high variability in terms of
observed actions and motion patterns of different granularity, including both
large arms motions and fine fingers movements. Moreover, the availability of
multiple synchronised videos of the same instance of a dynamic event enables
the investigation of view-invariant motion properties at a level of detail rarely
provided by other datasets. Lastly, the selection of the specific views adopted
is inspired by interactive contexts, where the agent - be it a human or a robot has in general a view in first perspective (ego) of its own actions and observes
its partners most often collaborating with it either in front of it, or at its side.
The combination of the three camera streams, and their 2D perspectives, with
the 3D information coming from motion capture data is particularly suited
to all applications meant to address action understanding for interactive purposes, supporting - from the perceptual side - cross-view action mapping and
- from the motor side - the generation of appropriate arm actions.

a.3 Dataset description
The Multiview Cooking Actions dataset (MoCa) is a bi-modal dataset acquired
to understand motion recognition skills and view-invariance properties of both
biological and artificial perceptual systems.
Unlike other recently proposed datasets, where actions and activities are ob-
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served in highly unconstrained scenarios [82, 86], our dataset has been acquired in a set-up designed to achieve a compromise between precision and
naturalness of the movement. Such properties make our dataset an ideal test
bed for a number of fields and related research questions, among which it is
worth mentioning cognitive science, motor control, view-invariance in HAR
and collaborative robotics.
We report in Tab. 13 the list of actions we considered in our data collection, which we believe provides a good test-bed scenario, accounting for all
the considerations above. To enforce this observation, we show in the table
some objective properties about the actions and their structure. In particular,
we defined two possible categorizations of our actions. The first one refers to
the composition of an action in terms of motion primitives, identifying three
possible cases:
p1 An action composed by a single primitive
p2 An action composed by a sequence of the same primitive
p3 An action composed by a sequence of different primitives
The second categorization refers to the notion of action instance in relation to
the achievement of a goal. In this sense we may identify two different actions
classes:
s “Single shot” actions, for which a single instance is enough to reach the goal
(e.g., open the bottle or transporting an object)
m “Multiple” actions, for which a sequence of primitive gestures, of variable
length, is required (e.g., grating a carrot or mixing ingredients)
The last columns of the table refers to the presence of objects (for manipulating
actions) and the fact that the action may involve both arms or just one.

a.3.1 Data acquisition and annotation
As shown in Fig. 52, we set up a simple working scene composed by a table
covered by a uniform table cloth, a chair in front of it, and a selection of real
cooking tools. We focus on upper body motion: during the acquisitions, the
actor is sitting in front of the table, performing cooking activities that may,
or not, involve the use of tools. The acquisition infrastructure is composed by
three identical IP high resolution cameras, acquiring at a rate of 30 fps, and a
Motion Capture (henceforth referred to as MoCap) system, composed by six
VICON infrared cameras, acquiring at a rate of 100Hz/s. This allowed us to
acquire, synchronously, multi-view videos of the actor and the skeleton description of the moving arm.
The cameras are mounted on three tripods so that in all acquisitions we have
a still uniform background and moving foreground objects. The cameras observe the scene from three different viewpoints: a frontal view (see Fig. 52c),
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Structure
Action

P1

P2

1

Shred a carrot

X

2

Cut the bread

X

3

Clean a dish

4

Eat

X

P3

S

M

X
X
X

X
X
X

Objects

Arms

no

1

yes

1

yes

1

no

1

yes

1

yes

1

5

Beat eggs

X

6

Squeeze a lemon

X

7

Mince with a mezzaluna

X

X

yes

2

8

Mix in a bowl

X

X

yes

1

9

Open a bottle

X

X

yes

1

10

Flip a pancake

X

X

yes

1

11

Pestling

X

yes

1

12

Pour water in multiple containers

yes

1

13

Pour water in a mug

yes

1

14

Reach an object

15

Roll the dough

X

16

Wash the salad

X

17

Salting

18

Spread cheese on a slice of bread

19

Clean the table

20

Transport an object

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

no

1

X

yes

2

X

yes

1

yes

1

yes

2

yes

1

yes

1

X
X

Table 13: List of actions included in the MoCA, with associated main characteristics
(see the text for details on the categorizations).
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(a) View 0

(b) View 1

(c) View 2

(d) Setup

(e) mixing

(f) eating

(g) squeezing a lemon

Figure 52: The acquisition setup (Fig. 52d) is composed by a table on which the subject performs a selection of cooking activities. The scene is observed with 3
cameras, placed in 3 different viewpoints (see Fig. 52a,52b,52c) and a motion capture system, collecting trajectories of joints positions over time (see
in Fig. 52e, 52f, and 52g examples of 3 different actions).
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a lateral view (see Fig. 52a), and a quasi egocentric view, obtained by a camera mounted slightly above the subject’s head (see Fig. 52b). In this way all
the cameras are fixed, including the egocentric one. As for the MoCap, each
infrared cameras is equipped with an infrared strobe, capturing the light emitted by six reflective markers placed on relevant joints of the right arm of the
actor: shoulder, elbow, wrist, palm, index finger and little finger (see the details
in Fig.52d). Notice that the use of both arms for performing a certain task can
be only appreciated in videos, since the reflective markers have been placed
on the right arm.
The MoCap system has been calibrated so that all markers positions are expressed according to a common reference system, whose ideal origin is placed
on the middle-left part of the table (see Fig. 52d). The positions are expressed
in millimetres. Such positions, collected over time, form trajectories associated with the anatomical points corresponding to the marker location on the
actor body. As shown in Fig. 52e, 52f, and 52g, for actions mixing, eating, and
squeezing a lemon respectively, joints dynamic provide different amount of information and importance depending on the specific action.
The actor performed 20 repetitions of the 20 actions reported in Table 13. Depending on the nature of the action, this corpus of data may result in a different number of action instances, as it will be discussed in the section discussing
data annotation. To enable the use of the data in a Machine Learning framework, training and test sequences have been acquired in specific acquisition
sessions.
Data annotation concerned the identification of action instances in training
and test sequences, and the detection and labelling of different actions in the
scene sequences. The annotation has been mainly based on the analysis of the
MoCap streams, while using the videos for a visual feedback. Two volunteers
contributed to the annotation. More precisely, for each action sequence, we
analysed the spatial trajectory covered by the marker placed on the palm of
the hand, as it provides a stable characterization of the movements for all actions. From the trajectory, we identified meaningful cut points of the marker
position along the most significant axis with respect to the MoCap reference
system, marking the end of the portion associated with an action instance.
Since the sequences are composed as repetitions of a same action, the principal
axis is[are] the one[s] showing a repetitive pattern, facilitating the identification of cut points since they correspond to local extrema of the trajectory.
In Fig. 53 we report some examples to provide a visual intuition on the procedure: we show 3 actions observed from the viewpoint 0, together with the
plots of their x, y, and z coordinates over time. We mark the annotated time
instants with red dots. We notice the procedure above corresponds to mark the
local maxima of the y-coordinate for rolling the dough (left), the local minima of
the z-coordinate for mincing with the mezzaluna (middle), and the local minima
of the y-coordinate for cleaning a dish (right).
Fig. 54 provides a visual impression of the action instances distribution for
training (left) and test (right) sequences after annotation. The percentages are
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Figure 53: A sketch of the strategy followed for the annotation. The plots report the
evolution of the 3 coordinates of different actions (rolling the dough, mincing
with the mezzaluna, and cleaning a dish), and, marked with red circles, the
time locations that have been manually annotated as action instance delimiters. Below, samples frames from View 0 clarify to which moment in the
action the instants correspond to.

Figure 54: Actions instances distribution in training (left) and test (right) sequences,
after manual annotation (see Section Data Annotation). Action indexes are
reported in the first column of Tab. 14.

computed over the total number of action instances annotated on the training
and test set respectively (516 for training and 610 for test). The absolute number of instances per action is reported in Table 13 (third column), along with a
statistical analysis which will be discussed in the next section.
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Std.Dev. 3D Pos.

Action
id

name

Std.Dev. 3D Vel.

Vel.

#inst

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

norm

1

Shred a carrot

139

2.85

2.73

36.77

0.66

0.48

5.14

5.00

2

Cut the bread

35

16.68

24.38

12.69

1.34

2.43

0.76

2.54

3

Clean a dish

35

12.23

16.11

11.59

1.65

2.13

1.56

2.66

4

Eat

28

20.49

113.11

92.89

0.45

1.97

1.66

0.51

5

Beat eggs

157

3.79

6.07

6.33

0.98

1.60

1.51

2.41

6

Squeeze a lemon

40

9.31

10.36

6.63

0.89

1.06

0.65

1.49

7

Mince with a mezzaluna

61

32.76

7.14

39.91

3.20

0.74

3.82

4.63

8

Mix in a bowl

37

33.68

28.12

4.37

3.00

2.56

0.43

3.90

9

Open a bottle

34

19.35

8.78

19.97

0.83

0.52

0.71

0.94

10

Flip pancake

37

9.97

14.53

19.97

0.75

1.32

1.80

1.51

11

Pestling

43

21.65

15.99

7.58

2.04

1.66

0.89

2.87

12

Pour water in containers

22

18.04

9.25

13.22

0.49

0.26

0.43

0.42

13

Pour water in a mug

40

52.76

28.16

86.22

0.99

0.52

1.49

0.81

14

Reach an object

39

108.80

123.43

26.22

2.78

3.25

1.51

0.56

15

Roll the dough

47

6.66

78.90

5.78

0.55

4.58

0.64

5.27

16

Wash the salad

41

19.81

20.88

1.29

1.22

1.24

0.10

1.91

17

Salting

35

36.89

9.44

37.25

3.24

0.76

3.26

2.72

18

Spread cheese on bread

43

13.55

16.28

6.73

0.51

0.54

0.43

0.67

19

Clean the table

40

8.93

73.42

2.42

0.91

6.15

0.28

6.82

20

Transport an object

73

117.59

105.58

26.27

2.17

1.96

1.34

0.86

Table 14: Some statistics and features on the annotated action instances. From left to
right: (Column 1): actions identification number. (Col. 2): action name or description. (Col. 3): number of action instances manually annotated. (Col. 4-56): standard deviation of the motion capture palm marker 3D positions, with
respect to the three main directions (X, Y, Z). (Col. 7-8-9): standard deviation
of the 3D velocities, computed from the motion capture palm marker position, with respect to the three main directions (X, Y, Z). Col. 10: 3D velocity
norm.

a.3.2 Data assessment
For clarity, in this section, we consider one joint only. We select the palm as
it is, on average, the most representative across actions of different granularity. We start discussing simple evidences that can be derived by a preliminary
data exploration on the MoCap sequences. A first characterization may be derived directly from the length of the action instances: in Fig. 55 we notice how
variance in times of execution is considerably higher for activities that require
more than 2 seconds (that is, 200 frames) to be completed. These activities,
in general, are more structured, include pauses and a higher displacement;
examples are cutting the bread, eating, pouring water, reaching for an object,
transporting an object.
Some of these considerations can be confirmed with a further data exploration we derived from an analysis of 3D positions. It provides a complementary
actions characterisation to the one we initially provided in Tab. 13: if there, we
highlighted ideal, objective properties guided by the action types and their
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Figure 55: Length of action instances in training and test streams
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Figure 56: Normalized standard deviation of the palm 3D position for each action, referring to
columns 4, 5 and 6 of Table 13. This visualisation emphasizes the presence of one
or more peaks in the standard deviation of the 3 coordinates, suggesting a possible
categorization of the actions – according to the number of dimensions in which the
movement mainly evolves – and providing a guide for manual annotation.

goal, here we consider in Tab. 56 a quantitative assessment strongly related
with the specific actions realisation and the data annotation we provided. More
specifically, we compute standard deviations of positions and velocities (estimated as displacement between consecutive positions) along the three main axes
for each action instance, in order to have an intuition on the main direction and
spatial displacement of the movements. We may notice different categories of
actions can be identified according to these spatial properties: for instance carrot and rolling mainly evolve along main direction, while in the case of mixing
the important directions are two. In order to have an overall intuition on this
aspect, we report in Fig. 56 a visual representation of these quantities, in terms
of the standard deviations of the 3D positions for all the classes, normalized
between 0 and 1 to facilitate the visual comparison. With an alternative visual
representation, in Fig. 57 we also report sample frames from 3 actions and
represent the evolution of 3D positions and 3D velocity by means of 3D+t
histograms, computed by quantizing the appropriate feature space (positions
and velocity) in equally spaced portions per input dimension, and then shown
with a cube-based visualization. The frequency is inversely proportional to
the transparency value in the visualization we propose. In the middle row, we
show actions spatial distribution, in the bottom row their instantaneous velocity distributions. Meaningful peculiarities derived from simple motion properties of each action can be appropriately encoded with this visualization: the
spatial distribution captures relevant trajectories (for instance the eating path),
while velocity distribution highlight variations in the direction and magnitude
of motion (notice how eating is a characterized by a uniformly low velocity,
while mixing shows visible and smooth changes in direction, and rolling very
relevant velocity peaks).
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(a) Eating sample frames

(b) Mixing sample frames

(c) Rolling sample frames

(d) Eating: spatial distribution

(e) Mixing: spatial distribution

(f) Rolling: spatial distribution

(g) Eating: velocity distribution

(h) Mixing: velocity distribution

(i) Rolling: velocity distribution

Figure 57: Example of 3D+t histograms for 3 different actions. Above: sample frames
to show the evolution of actions. Middle: histograms of action positions.
Below: histograms of instantaneous velocities. All histograms refer to the
palm joint.
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a.4 Available code and data
The dataset is publicly available on GitHub1 and a brief description of it can
be found of the website2 and in [5]. In this section we briefly introduce the
data structures we devised to store and represent the MoCA dataset, and the
functions for loading, visualizing and managing the dataset. The reference
language is MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.) but iPython Notebooks of the functions are also available for a quicker demo. Structures containing the MoCap
streams are composed by the following fields:
• Shoulder, elbow, wrist, palm, index finger and little finger: full raw
MoCap streams, with no post-processing; see Fig. 52d.
• index: array of manual segmentation indices;
• labels (present only in the scenes structures): array of labels of the actions
performed in the sequence. Labels include an additional ‘pause’ label,
associated with moments in the sequence in which the actor is idle.
The point of view of the video recording is specified by the number at the end
of each filename: sequences indicated by ‘0’ look at the scene from the right
(Fig. 52a), by ‘1’ look at the scene from the actor point of view (Fig. 52b), by ‘2’
look at the scene from the front (Fig. 52c).
We made available the following functions that allow the user to load and
process the data. Further information on how to use the code can be found in
the correspondent MATLAB files.
• loadDataset, loadAction: allow the user to load and save the MoCA dataset
in an easy-to-use data structure. loadAction gives the user the possibility
of loading only part of the data streams, specifying for example an action
label, a marker or an instance;
• segmentAction: segments the single instances of action from the full MoCap streams. It makes use of the index array mentioned above.
Three types of visualisation functionalities are available:
• visualiseAction: it produces a 3D plot of each marker’s trajectory
• visualiseSkeleton: shows the arm skeleton over time while performing a
complete action instance, from MoCap data;
• initSynch and synchronizedView: jointly shows the action using RGB and
Kinematic data. By means of the csv file synch_index.csv, the function
initSynch prepares the data structures used in synchronizedView for the
actual visualisation.
All the functions we provided can be used also on the test scenes.
1 https://github.com/Malga-Vision/MoCA-Project
2 https://sites.google.com/view/themocaproject/welcome
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Method

Avg. Acc. ± Std.Dev.

MoCap (Space) + LinearSVM

0.92 ± 0.19

MoCap (Velocity) + LinearSVM

0.82 ± 0.27

MoCap (Space + Velocity) + LinearSVM

0.95 ± 0.11

2D V0-V0 + SLP

0.93 ± 0.14

2D V1-V1 + SLP

0.90 ± 0.14

2D V2-V2 + SLP

0.91 ± 0.10

Table 15: Average classification accuracy on the MoCA dataset using Motion Capture
and RGB video data in different configurations.

a.5 Analysis on the effects of data sources in action classification scenarios
At the International Conference on Image Analysis and Processing (ICIAP)
2019 we presented a study on the effects of different data sources in an Action
Recognition scenario [8]. We set up a classification pipeline able to manipulate
the same fragments of bi-modal data present in the MoCA Dataset:
• As for the Motion Capture data, I designed representations based on
3D+t histograms modelling the space-time evolution of the actions, then
classified using a Support Vector Machine with linear kernel.
• For video streams, we learned the representations using avariant of the
Inception 3D model, followed by a Single Layer Perceptron as classifier.
Exploiting the MoCA dataset, we compare the classification of upper-body
cooking actions in two scenarios of different complexity: (i) on streams of data
describing regular repetitions of the same action, (ii) when actions are part of
a more complex and structured activity, and thus, although performed more
naturally, are influenced by other actions occurring in the temporal neighborhood.
Results included in Table 15 highlighted that Motion Capture data lead to
the best results, slightly superior but comparable to the performance obtained
with the videos. In videos, the lateral view (V0 ) seems to convey more information with respect to V1 and V2 .
Confusion matrices suggest that if an action is too simple, meaning its dynamic is not enough informative, the Motion Capture fails to convey the appropriate amount of information, and videos compensate with appearance the
lack in dynamic evidences (See, for example, Reaching in Fig. 58c). When the
action is characterized by a high frequency or is spatially circumscribed, the
video data provides noisier representations, thus the sparser but precise measures of the MoCap perform better (See Beating eggs in Fig. 58d).
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(a) Space + Velocity
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(f) View 2

Figure 58: Confusion matrices corresponding to all the classifiers. Left column: MoCap data considering complete descriptors, spatial descriptors, velocity
descriptors. Right column: RGB video data using frontal (View0), lateral
(View1) and from above (View2). First row: the two best performing classifiers.
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B
The Role of Motion Features in Action
Similarities: a Preliminary Study
In this Appendix we are going to describe a line of research carried out during
the first year of PhD, in collaboration with Vipul Nair, Eric Billing and Paul
Hemeren (School of Informatics, University of Skövde, Sweden).
In this work we analysed human motion from a cognitive perspective by
investigating to which extent a computational model based on kinematics can
determine action similarity and how its performance relates to human similarity judgments of the same action.

b.1 Introduction and motivations
Understanding which features humans rely on while visually recognizing action similarity is a crucial step towards a clearer picture of human action perception from a learning and developmental perspective. Judging action similarity, that is, judging whether two actions are the same or not, is also an
essential part of learning action categories and a step towards action understanding. In fact, in most behavioral studies, it has been addressed as a form
of measure to understand action semantics [157], action prototypes [158], and
imitation [159].
Previous studies have shown that humans identify action primitives based
on kinematic features in event segmentation tasks [160–163]: results of experiments performed on both synthetic and real-life events showed that motion
features (e.g., position, velocity, acceleration) of the stimuli could reliably predict event segmentation, especially for the fine-grained segmentation (intended as the division of an event with respect to the subgoals composing it [162]).
For example, the speed and acceleration of body parts indicated breakpoints
between action segments. This confirmed that the visual parsing of complex
events is actually tied to the kinematics of the stimuli.
From a computational viewpoint, judging action similarity is fundamental in
several Computer Vision related tasks, nevertheless there is a strong presence
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of ambiguity in realistic settings, for example between classes in multi-class action recognition problems [164]. This ambiguity problem has been addressed
in [165] where authors propose a labelling challenge on never-before-seen
action classes. The problem focuses on understanding which features make
two actions similar. The labeling algorithms is based primarily on creating a
suitable metric for the differences between two ‘valid’ actions from the extracted kinematic features. With ‘valid’ they mean a pair of distinct samples
which were not originally cut from the same video. Authors tested different
descriptors and similarity measure and included human performances to validate the proposed pair-matching task. By comparing the two sets of results it
is possible to notice a considerable gap (around 65%) between the success rate
of the considered computational methods with respect to human judgements
on action similarity labeling.
Taking inspiration from this work, the experiments included in the following sections aim at reducing this gap by addressing two different research
questions:
1. To what extent does the model’s performance relate to human similarity
judgments of the same actions?
2. What is the extent to which the computational model based on kinematic
primitives can determine action similarity among a group of actions?
We addressed these questions by the use of a computational model that derives
action primitives based on kinematic features (optical flow, velocity, acceleration, and change in direction) from biological motion regularities [166].
In order to make humans’ and models’ responses comparable from the judgement point of view, we decided to avoid possible biased responses from the
human-side experiments by stripping any context or additional information
that might be deduced related to the action. Hence, since this study focuses
just on the low-level kinematic features of actions, the human participants were
shown point-light-displays (PLDs, [167, 168]) limiting their leverage from contextual information.

b.2 Experimental setup
The stimuli used in this study are taken from the Multi-view Cooking Actions
(MoCA) dataset [5] (further information can be found in Appendix A). The
full dataset includes Motion Capture (MoCap) and RGB video data, taken
from multiple viewpoints, of upper body actions executed by one actor in a
cooking scenario. This dataset was chosen to test action similarity, as handbased actions cover a wide range of complexity with various movements.
To investigate the similarity of the action, it was necessary to select a single
viewpoint to avoid an excessive duration of the experiment with human participants. Therefore, we opted for the frontal view, which is familiar and natural
in an interaction setting.
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All the tests involved triples of stimuli: a target stimulus T and a couple of
stimuli A and B. Depending on the type of experiment conducted, the relationship between the three stimuli changes. The study comprehends two types of
experiments: an Action Matching Task (AMT) that expects T equal to one of
the other two stimuli, with [ A 6= B] and an Action Similarity Task (AST) that
also includes tests where [ T 6= A 6= B], hence asking for a similarity judgement
between actions belonging to different classes.

b.2.1 Computational Models
Exploiting the bi-modality of the MoCA datset, for this study we chose two
different computational models: one based on the biological motion detection
model described in [169], that relies on RGB videos to extract Optical Flow
(OF) maps of the apparent motion, the other based on the analysis of motion
capture data in [8] uses histograms representations of the markers’ trajectories.
The Optical Flow based model takes inspiration from the human ability to
distinguish between biological and non-biological motion, an ability exhibited
by newborns in which they orient their attention towards biologically moving
stimuli [12]. The model exploits the regularities of human motor movement
resulting from the two-thirds power law, a well-known invariant of human
movement [170, 171] and has also been implemented on an iCub humanoid
robot as a proof of applicability [169, 172, 173]. The model based on motion
capture data, instead, exploits the sparsness and precision of markers’ trajectory in time to gather information about the spatial evolution of the actions,
together with velocity distributions.
optical flow descriptors The approach aims at identifying necessary
and sufficient action subcomponents and use them as visual primitives to form
simple motion representations that can reconstruct a wide range of complex
actions.
We follow the approach proposed in [174]. More specifically, the Optical Flow
from the videos is extracted for each time instant and the tangential velocity
is computed (see [169] for an in-depth explanation): as a result, the averaged
velocities over time give a compact representation of each video.
Velocity sequences over time are segmented into submovements (also named
instances or portions). The submovements (Fig. 59b) are derived automatically with setpoints that correspond to a Start, Stop, and Change in the action
dynamics, which are the local minima of the velocity profile [175]. The submovements obtained from all the actions are then treated together and given as
input to K-means clustering algorithm, thereby building a unique dictionary of
K atoms. With this dictionary of motion primitives, each submovement of the
training set is then reconstructed as an approximation of a linear combination
of some of the primitives, using the sparse coding technique, and represented
as the sequence of weights used for each atom in the reconstruction. At the
end of this procedure, given a video representing a given action, the model
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(a) Video sequence examples with dynamic cues

(b) Examples of setpoints determined by local minima of the velocity profiles. Setpoints are
then used to segment the event into submovements.

(c) Submovements obtained from all the MoCA actions and the final dictionary of motion primitives.

Figure 59: An overview of the computational model based on Optical Flow computation: the extraction of Optical Flow velocity profiles and the creation of a
dictionary of motion primitives.
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(a) Eating sample frames

(b) Lemon sample frames

(c) Mixing sample frames

(d) Eating: markers’ trajectories

(e) Lemon: markers’ trajectories

(f) Mixing: markers’ trajectories

(g) Eating: spatial distribution

(h) Lemon: spatial distribution

(i) Mixing: spatial distribution

(j) Eating: velocity distribution

(k) Lemon: velocity distribution

(l) Mixing: velocity distribution

Figure 60: Example of 3D+t histograms for 3 different actions. Above: sample frames
to show the evolution of actions. Middle: histograms of action positions.
Below: histograms of instantaneous velocities. All histograms refer to the
palm joint.

j

can describe each submovement ui as the feature vector [u1i , u2i , ...uiK ], where ui
is the coefficient/weight assigned to each j-th atom, where j = 1...K. Since the
representation is sparse, some of the coefficients are equal to 0, and K=15 is
the number of atoms in the dictionary (Fig. 59c).
4d histograms descriptors Following the work presented in [8], histograms based on 3D MoCap data are built using 4 out of the 6 joints available. In
detail, after a visual inspection of the trajectories (see examples in Fig. 60d, 60e
and 60f), we selected the most descriptive joints, i.e. elbow (E), wrist (W), palm
(P) and index finger (I). Following this procedure, for each action instance x,
f
we collected a total of 8 vectorial descriptors, i.e. Hj where j ∈ E, W, P, I denotes the joint, while f ∈ s, v represents the feature (space or velocity) used to
build the histogram.
In the experiments, we will consider different histograms aggregations:
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f

f

f

f

1. H f ( x ) = [ HE ( x ) HW ( x ) HP ( x ) H I ( x )], concatenating the histograms of all
joints for a certain feature. The length is 6084 for space-based histograms,
and 8788 for velocity-based descriptors. These options will allow us to
explore the representation capability of space and velocity features, if
employed independently.
2. H ( x ) = [ H s ( x ) H v ( x )], i.e. concatenating the histograms at the previous
point (final length 14872), to fully exploit the potential of the representation.
In Fig. 60 we report a visualisation of the histograms we obtained for 3 different actions, i.e. Eating, Squeezing a lemon, and Mixing. It can be noticed how,
despite the apparent simplicity of the representation, meaningful peculiarities
of each action can be appropriately encoded.

b.2.2 Human participants

Figure 61: A visual representation of the experiment designed to evaluate the ability
of humans to judge action similarities in absence of contextual information.

The human participants (12 in total) performed both tasks on the PLDs of the
actions, generated starting from MoCap data using the Biomotiontoolbox-2
[176] in MATLAB.
The PLDs consist of six dots positioned in the shoulder, elbow, wrist, and three
in the palm region (corresponding to the positions of the MoCap markers).
Two orientations of the PLDs were used: UP, that corresponds to the natural
orientation, and INV (by horizontal flipping of the UP point-light-display).
The stimuli (target T, stimulus A and stimulus B in Fig. 61) were presented
from a frontal point of view (facing the participants) and played at their natural speed (also extracted from the MoCap data).
Participants performed a two-alternative forced-choice action similarity task:
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Model

Accuracy

Human

94.47% ± 2.8

OF

85.7% ± 16.8

SP

96.98% ± 6.9

Vel

90.64% ± 15.5

SPVel

97.89% ± 3.2

Table 16: Comparison between Accuracy (computed by averaging the values on the
diagonal of the confusion matrices of Fig. 62) and Standard Deviation of the
different models with respect to Humans’ responses for the Action Matching
Task.

they have been asked to indicate which of the two stimuli A or B were the
most similar to the target stimulus T. All possible permutations of the MoCA
actions were tested.
Each trial lasted only 4 seconds and participants had to respond within the
same period of time. Beyond 4 seconds the test is declared non-answered. In
Fig. 61 we reported an example of the design of the experiment. Participants
were informed of the corresponding physical characteristics of the PLD, the
viewpoint, and the orientations, but no information on the actions themselves
was provided, just that they were performing daily actions.

b.3 Action Matching Task (AMT)
Within this experiment we test the matching capability, i.e. we asked to judge
which of the two alternative actions matches the target action based on kinematics. Therefore each trial has a correct answer. The structure of the AMT
gives us the opportunity of quantitatively assess the number of right/wrong
answers of the three alternatives. In Fig. 62 we reported the confusion matrices
of the responses of the four models plus the human participants.
The confusion matrices show that the computational model based on 4D histograms (Fig. 62c, 62d, 62e) and the human participants (Fig. 62a) could reliably
identify whether the given actions were the same or not, indicating that they
might be using similar information. Indeed, both the PLDs showed to the participants and the 4D histograms are extracted from the Motion Capture data.
With Optical Flow based descriptors (Fig.62b), instead, the general matching
capability is lower. It is possible to convey that there is a sort of bias towards
the actions cutting and openbottle, which classifiers often win as best matching
stimulus for the majority of the targets.
The overall accuracy of each method, represented by the average of the confusion matrices’ diagonal values, are included in Table 16. At a quantitative level
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we can see that, indeed, the matching capability of Optical Flow descriptors
is reflected by a lower accuracy with respect to the alternative methods. The
precision and the completeness of Motion Capture descriptors allows to reach
almost a 98% of accuracy when both spatial and velocity information are included in the representation. As we sensed from the confusion matrices, humans’ matching ability reach very similar results.
Following the similarity judgements highlighted before, we performed some
more in-depth analysis on the main differences between humans’ and MoCap
based responses: in Fig. 63 we highlighted which actions received divergent
performances in terms of number of corrected answers showing that, mainly,
actions composed by multiple primitives (eating, openbottle, pouring, reaching,
spreading) are more prone to be perceived inconsistently. This could be due to
the fact that humans had the possibility of looking at most 4 seconds of consecutive motion while the computational model reasoned a single instance of
action at a time.
Additionally, in Fig. 64 we highlighted the errors made by both: if we focus
on the number of matching errors we can assess that, on the human side, the
distribution has limited symmetry (meaning that a certain action might be perceived more difficult if it takes the slot of the target T or of one of the stimuli
A or B) and follows a certain randomicity. Main concentration of errors can be
found with the couple of stimuli dish and table (that actually shares the same
motion pattern but on different planes). While on the computational model’s
side, errors seems to be much more related to singular target actions: pestling
and rolling having the highest total number of errors if compared to any other
actions but themselves.

b.4 Action Similarity Task (AST)
This second experiment explores the extent to which humans and computational models can perform action similarity judgments. Here we talk about
similarity instead of matching in the sense that we are also considering unsupervised cases in which the three stimuli are all different and there is no right
or wrong answer. Therefore the aim of this particular experiment would be
to quantify the similarity between instances belonging to different classes of
actions. We compared humans’ and models’ responses in the scenario where
either (T = A || T = B) or ( A 6= B 6= T ): at each trial we asked which one
between A and B was more similar to T.
Just to give an example on how the models work in the AST experiment, given
a trial [A: Eating; B: Rolling; T: Eggs]
• Using the OF model, two action classifiers trained on Eating (A) and
Rolling (B) shall compete, and the classifier with the higher similarity
score (towards Eggs) wins the trial.
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• The model based on 4D histograms will compute histogram intersection
between couples (T,A) and (T,B) and will assign the trial to the highest
intersection value.
Fig.65 show the confusion matrices of humans’ and models’ responses (as for
the Motion Capture descriptors, here we reported only the complete configuration that includes both space and velocity cues). Like in previus experiment,
matrices report the target actions on the y-axis and matched action (or the winning classifier) on the x-axis. Diagonal cells (i=j) (accuracy cells) indicate the
matching rate when either A or B matched the target action, that is, correctly
identified (accuracy measure). Non-diagonal cells (i 6= j) report the similarity matching rate when the target action was matched with another action.
So, the diagonal cells indicate the accuracy of correctly identifying/matching
identical actions, whereas the non diagonal cells indicate similarity towards
other actions. The result demonstrate the extent to which humans and the
models could perform the action similarity judgment when the trials include
or did not include matching actions (correct answer). This particular experiment is able to give us hints about two different aspects: 1) precision of their
judgement in trials where there was a correct answer, and 2) selection-biases in
their judgement indicating (possible clusters of) actions that are similar to each
other. In terms of precision humans and Motion Capture data further emphasize their matching ability since the diagonals are clearly visible within their
confusion matrices. In order to highlight some of the most prominent similarities between different classes, we looked for positions (i,j) of the confusion
matrices in Fig. 66 reporting a number of matches above a certain threshold.
This threshold has been decided by computing the accuracy on the diagonal
and selecting a percentage of it.
Although similar in the performances, we can notice that there are only few
common associations between actions (reaching-transporting, eating-spreading).
In general, we can convey that humans and computational models based on
space and velocity possibly rely on different features for similarity judgements
of different actions.
As for Optical Flow, we can also confirm a bias towards a specific subset of
actions (cutting and openbottle like in Fig.62b, but also salting and spreading) that
might indicate an unbalanced training set or that the actions are composed by
motion primitives common to a large part of the classes.

b.5 Discussion
In this chapter we made a comparison between the performance of computational models and human judgments using a common task: better understanding the visual processing of the similarities of actions. To this end, we designed
a similarity judgment task using the MoCA dataset and considered different
research questions on the reliability of the computational models considered
and their similarity with the choices of human observers. Overall, both models
and human participants could reliably identify whether the given actions were
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the same or not, which indicates that the model and humans might be using
similar information, an aspect which is the objective of our current, deeper
investigation.
Considering the very simple description adopted in the model, which is
entirely based on low-level kinematic features, with no integration of information over time, this dissimilarity in performance is relatively limited. To ensure
that this difference was not mainly due to the fact that humans exploit action
semantics to aid their judgment, we performed the same experiment with INV
stimuli (where we flipped vertically the position of the PLDs) and conducted
an action identification study. The results of both analyses indicated that it is
unlikely that semantics had been used.
Further research is needed to understand whether humans utilize kinematic
primitives to judge action similarities, if so, how and in the same manner as
the model.
The current work provides insight into the potential mechanisms supporting
action similarity detection in humans, providing a pathway towards implementing similar models in machines. The approach has a developmental inspiration, as it is based on an existing model of the ability of newborns [172] to
assess how far this simple representation allows one to go in terms of a novel
and more complex skill, such as the detection of similarity of actions.
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(a) Human participants’ responses

(b) Optical Flow matching results

(c) Space+Velocity matching results

(d) Space matching results

(e) Velocity matching results

Figure 62: Confusion matrices of the matching responses given by (a) human participants (b) H(x) 4D histograms including space+velocity information (c)
H s ( x ) 4D histograms including spatial information only (d) H v ( x ) 4D histograms including velocity information only.
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Figure 63: Matrix reporting the differences (in absolute value) in the accuracy of AMT
responses per action between humans’s and MoCap based model’s responses.

Figure 64: Comparison between humans’ and MoCap based model’s error distribution in supervised action matching task: on the x axis we can find the
answered stimulus (either A or B in the trial) and on the y axis we have
the target T.
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(a) Human participants

(b) Optical Flow

(c) Motion Capture

Figure 65: Confusion matrices of Action Similarity Task with target actions on the
y axis and answered actions or classifiers on the x axis. Measures for (a)
human participants (b) model with OF descriptor (c) model with histogram
descriptors.

(a) Similarities emerged from humans’ re- (b) Similarities emerged from MoCap based
sponses in Fig. 65a
responses in Fig. 65c

Figure 66: Main similarities emerged from the AST experiment: for each row (target)
are highlighted the actions that have been associated to the most.
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